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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings having been 
1iuthori¥d by the Committee to present the Report on their behalf, pre-
sent this Fortieth Report on National Textile Corporation Lt,d. 

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of the National 
Textile Corporation Ltd. on 16, 18, 21 and 22 September, 1981 and of 
the Ministry of Commerce (Department of Textile) on 24 September, 
1981. 

3. The Committee considered and adopted the Report at their sitting 
.held on 7 April, 1982. 

4. The Committee. wish to, express their thanks to the Ministry of 
Commerce (Department of Textile) and the National Textile Corporation 
Ltd. for placing before them the material and information they wanted in 

connection with the examination of the SUbject. They also wish to thank in 
particular the representatives of the Ministry of Commerce (Department 
Of Textile) and the National Textile Corporation Ltd. who gave evidence 
and placed their considered views before the Committee. 

NEW DELHI; 

April 13, 1982 
Chaitra, 23 1904 (8) 

BANSI LAL, 

Chairmalr, 
Committee on Public Undertakings. 



PART I 

BACKGROUND ANALYSIS 

I. INSTITUTIONAL FRAME WORK 

A. Holding Company 

1 The National Textile Corpora~ was set up in J 968 as a Govern--
ment Company with the main objective of managing the affairs of the-
sick textile undertakings taken over by Government and rehabilitating, 
modernising and expending them. Under the Sick Textile Undertakings 
(Nationalisation) Act, 1974, J 03, textile mills were nationaliGed and 
vested in the National Textile Corporation. Section 6 of the Act em-
powered the NTC to form subsidiary corporations under the Companies 
Act, 1956. With a view to ensuring effective management on 3 decent-
ralised basis, the NTC formed nine sL,bsidiary companicG with headquarters 
at Delhi, Kanpur, Indore, Bombay(two), Ahmedabad, Calcutta, Bangalore 
and Coimbatore. -

2. There are on the whole 111 textile mills-103 of them are owned 
and 8 managed. The holding company is coordinating the activities of 
sub~idiary companies in the matter of purchase of raw materials and 
machinery, production, plant modern;'3ation, labour rationalisation, pro-
viding financial assistance, etc. besides undertaking centralised marketing 
to some extent and setting up a Staff College. The individual mills arc;, 
production-centres and the subsidiary companies are stated to have 
necessary autonomy for the purpose of day-t6-day administration of all 
the mills under each of them. 

3. Under the Act, the StJt~ Governments cOII<ld subscribe to the 
equity capital of the sutsidiary companies upto 49 per cent. Each subsi-
diary is managed by a Board of Directors consisting of Chairman-cum-
Managing Director, fuJI time functional Directors and part time Directors. 
The part time Directors are appointed on the Board of Subsidiaries by 
the NTC and State Government(s) in proportion to their sbare holding. 
The holding company has appointed two of its officers of the level of 
A,dvisers as Part-time Directors on each of the nine suboidiary corporations 
as nominees Of the Holding Company. One of the functions of these 
officers iG to see that various policies formulated by tbe Holding Company 
are implemented at the subsidiary level. From time to time the Holding 
Company h3s been suggesting specific points to be discussed at the Subs i-
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diary Board Meeting. The nominee Directors Gee that along with various 
agenda items these it. ems are also discussed at the Board Meetings. It has 
been stated that after attending the Board Meeting the nominee Director's 
report back to the Managin;; Director of the Holding Company the 
i:nportant points di..,.;:ussed, at the Subsidiary Board Meeting, and arising 
out of this follow up action, if any, is taken by the Holding Company and 
the matter is pursued with the concerned subsidiary Corporation. 

4. During examinlltion of the representatives -of the National Textile. 
Corporation Ltd., the Committee ~red to know if the present three-tier 
system of management of texile mills, namely, holding company, subsidiary 
companies and the mills :was conductive to efficiency and economy. The 
Chairman of the Corporation expressed the following view:-

"I have been Chairman of one of the largest holding compani~<, then 
Steel Authority of India and I think, if I may speak freely, 
this (NTC) is just a holding company in name. There are 10 
companies. One is the holding Company and the others lire 
upsidiaries. Actually the holding company holds the fort and 
I think we are definitely working on proper delineation of 
authority and responsibility to the holding company which has 
the accountability. It should set up an organisational structure , 
with ~uitable financial powers for the Managing Director. it 
should not be merely a holding company in name. We are 
working out a programme to make it truly a holding ::ompany 
with subsidiaries." 

S. The Committee observed that legally the holding oompany was the 
owner of the subsidiaries and it ought to have powers to direct and control 
the activities of the subsidiaries and enquired whether the Government 
shared the view that there was a need for strengthening the holding com-
pany. The Secretary, Department of Textiles stated: 

''We are not in a position to entirely agree with your observation 
because the Holding Company as it has been formed now comes 
very closely in touch with all the subsidiaries. They have 
regular monitoring scssion and almost in every Bmrd meet-
ing the working of the subsidiaries is reviewed. The new 
concept of the Holdin!! Company of course. as you know. is 
that they will give general guidelines within which the subsi-
diaries are to act. They are to enforce the implementation of 
whatever Government policies are to be discharged by the 
Holding Company as well as b" t~~ <1'bs;dhlries. But it is not 
definitely their object to participate in the day-ta-day adminis-
tration or the running of the subsidiaries because that way the 
in;tiative of the Executives and other Officers of the sub<idia-
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ries will also get sapped and nobody likes that somebody else 
will be all the time behind his back and breathing down his 
neck. But we are reasonab:y satisfied even today, that the 
supervision which is exercised by the Holding Company on the 
working of the subsidiaries is fairly up to the mark. One can 
never, of course, deny that there is always some room for 
improvement and if you haVe any suggestions for such im-
provement, we shall be happy certainly to consider them and 
to implement them." 

6. The Committee wanted to know if the Chairman-cum-Managing 
Directors ot subsidiary companies were being appointed by the holding 
company. In reply, the Managing Director explained in eviden.:e:-

"According to Rules and Regul'ations and Governm~nt chculars, 
a holding company cannot appoint even, Directors to the 

subsidiaries. I will go a step further. It is not only appoint-
ment. Today I cannot sift the Chairman-cum-Managing 

Director of U.P, to Gujarat. It has t-o go again to the Public 
Enterprises Selection Board. They would listen to me, but 
I do not have the final say. There have been certain cases 
where certain recommendations of the Managing Director 
{Holding Company) regarding such shifts have not been ac-
cepted." 

The witness informed the Committee that the NTC was taking up with 
Government the question of allowing the holding company freedom to 
transfer the COOirman-cum-Managing Directors of the subsidiaries. Stating 
that the powers to appoint the Chairman-cum-Managing Directors of the 
subsidiaries were vested in the Holding Company, he added: 

"These have been circumscribed by later instructions issued by the 
Government on the setting up of PESB. I am not negating 
this. But this is to go to PESB not only in the caSe of NTC, 
but a'so in the case of SAIL, Coal India and multi-unit orga-
nisations. The appointing authority in the case of eMD is 
the Government. The Government re'iers it to PESn for 
advice." 

7. To an enquiry of the Committee whether through their 
a!,Dointed as part-time Direc!ors, NTC was able to exercise full 
over their subsidiaries, the Chairman, NTC stated: 

officers 
control 

"Please do not think that it is our intention to provide alibi. We 
are sitting together and trying to iron out the cobwebs ..... . 
But there are certain problems .... There are certain difficul-
ties. We are trying to improve the situation. We would try 
to keep at least in the key subsidiaries our full time Directors. 
The management control system requires improvement." 
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8. The Committee pointed out that while there was a nominee of the 
holding company on the boards of the subsidiary companies, there was no 
representation on the Board of the holding company from the subsidiaries 
and enquired whether it would not be, feasible to associate the CMDs ot 
the subsidiaries at least in rotation on the Board of the Holding Company. 
Agreeing with the implied suggestions, the Chairman, NTC stated as 
foUows:-

"In my personal capacity I may say that in the SAIL, which was 
a holding company, we haj two Managing Directors at that 
time. They were caUed General Managers. They \\cre on the 
main Board and that went by rotation. I think that helped! 
them." 

The Secretary, Department of Textile in his evidence before the Com-
mittee also observed "While reconstituting the Board, we shall certainiy 
bear that in mind. We feel that is a good suggestion." 

B. Subsidiary Companies 

9. To an enquiry of the Committee a',; to what was the logic behind 
tbe orgalilisation of subsidiaries, the Managing Director informed the 
Committee as foUows:-

"At the time when these subsidiaries were constitut~d, they 
went by the criteria of geographic proximity and the other \\'a<; 
that the number of spindlCG should range from 1 to 5 lakhs 
spindles. These were the two criteria whiCh were adopted 
at that point of time. We have not made any chan!!e. There 
was no basic change. But in practice this criteria has been 
causing a little anxiety to us. We have been discussing this 
matter amongst us. For example the subsidiary in West Ben-
gal covers 4 states of Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa and Assam. 
Similarly. the subsidiary in Andhra Pradesh covers four 
areas-Karnataka. Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Mahe. Bar-
ring these two subsidiaries where we went by tbe criteria of 
1 lakh to 5 lakhs spindles, the other subsidiaries are more or 

les fairly well-balancod." 

To a query whether the existing: set up could be rationalised on the basis 
of the work load, the Managing Director NTC observed: 

"The biggest subsidiary would be in South Maharasbtra followed 
by North Maharashtra while the smalle<;t would be NTC 
(Delhi. Pu'ljab and Rajasthan). We will have to break up 
the subsidiaries and then attach them to others. A little more 
serious thinking has to be done on tbis." 
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10. The Co:nmittee wanted to know whether there was any duplica-
tion of efforts between the Government and the holding company in the 
matter of appraisal of performance of the subsidiary companies on the 
basis of reports obtained from them. The Managing Director replied in 
evidence 'I would say there is no duplication as such. Actually, the 
appraisal of the subsidiary is done by the Holding Company and the ap-
praisal of the Holding Company is done by the Government." Asked 
if Government did not do any -appraisal of subsidiaries companies, the 
witness stated "sometimes it does but not -as a rule." A statement showing 
the positioVreview of performance of Subsidiary Corporations taken 
by the CbalrmanlManaging Director of the Holding Company ha~ been 
furnished as follows: 

S.No. Name of Subsidiary Corpora-
tion 

I. NTC (SM) Ltd. 

2. NTC (MN) Ltd. 

3· NTC (APKKM) Ltd .. 

4. NTC (UP) Ltd. . 

5· NTC (DPR) Ltd. 

6. NTC (MP) Ltd. 

7· NTC (WBABO) Ltd. 

8. NTC (GU]) Ltd. 

9· NRC (TNP) Ltd. 

'-----

1978-79 

31-8-78 
7-3-79 

31-8-78 
7-3-79 

1-4-78 
27-1-79 

4-10-78 

31-7-78 

13-9-78 

19-9-78 

Dat.,. of review 

1979-110 
-.---

22-4'79 
10-5-79 

24-10-79 
3 & 
4-2-80 

22-4-79 
10-5-79 

24-10-79 
24-1-80 

21-1l-79 

6-11-79 

NIL 

4& 
5-8-79 

28 & 
29-2-80 

29-7-79 

13-4'79 

10& 
1l-1-80 

1980-81 

6-6-80 
28-11-80 

6-6-80 
29-11 -80 

11-7-80 
17-2-81 

15 & 
16-g-80 
31-3-81 

18-6-80 
16-8-80 
14-2-81 

15 &< 
16-4·80 

10·12-80 

1981-ez 

14-8-81 

fa81 
7-1l-81 
9-11-82 
13-3-8~ 

14-8-81 
5-10-81 
6& 

7·1l-81 
28-1-82 
13-3-82 

21-10-81 
29-12-81 

23 & 
24-g-8t 

18 & 
19-2 -82 

29-4-81 

1il-4-81 
8-7-81 

5-11 -81 
10-2-82 

4-4·81 
8·8-81 
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C. M£YIfJged Mills 

11. The Laxmirattan Cotton Mills, KanplK and Atherton Mills, Kan-
pur were taken over on 21-7-1976 under L'axmirattan and Atherton 
Mills (Taking over of Management) Act, 1976. Another six mills of the 
Swadesh Group were taken over on 14-4-1978 under Industries (Develop-
ment and Regulation) Act, 1951. Besides, one mill is being manag.:dcy 
the Industrial Reconstruction Corporation. There are also 13 sick textile 
millG, which were taken over and entrusted to the management of the 
State Textile Corporations. '. 

12. Section 20 of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 
1951 stipulates: 

"After the commencement of this A,ct, it shall not be competent 
for any State Government or a local authority to take over 
the management or control of any industrial undertaking 
under any law for the time being in force which authorises 
any State Government or Io.:al au~hori~y so to do." 

13. Among functions of the National Textile Corporatio;1, envi,aged, 
at the time of it" setting up in April, 1968, the following is one: 

(a) to render advice to Government with reference to reports of 
Committees of Investigation appointed l!nder the Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act and report of the Autho-
rised Persons received by the Government und:r S~ction 3 of 
the Cotton Textile Companies Act (since incorporated in the 
J(D&R) Act. 

14. On an enquiry of the Committee. during the examination of the 
representative of the Department of Textik whether th·~ Stlt~s had pm';;:roS 
to nationalise the mills, a representative stated: 

"Yes Sir, It is on the interpretation of the COilcurr~n! Li~t ;If\d 
the Union List. This case came t:>p in Supreme Court in May, 
1980. Supreme Court has expressed that States can nat!onali,~ 
the industriC5 mentioned in the First Schedule of the l(D&R) 
Act." 

15. Asked about the policy of the Government in regard to the future 
of the eight mills being managed by the NTC. a representative of the 
Department of Textile clarified: 

"Out of 8 mills. 6 mills helong to "Swadeshi Mills G:O,IP." Trese 
were taken over in April. 1978. After taking: over these mills. 
the mills went to the Supreme Court and they argued that 
the takeover was 'bad' in law. They said it \Va, because the 
erstwhile management was not given an opportunity to be 
heard prior to the passing of the take-over order. 
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The Supreme Coun held that even though the take-over had 

• 

. physically become effective, the erstwhile Management should 
be given an opportunity of bei'lg heard and thereafter they 
should pass an order under Section 18A of the IDR Act. The 
Supreme Court ruling came after the hearing was over in 
May 1981. A committee was c()n>3tituted. This committee 
of 2 persons was appointed by the Government. They have 
submitted their report. Thi~ report has only recently been 
submitted; first week of September. Decision has to be taken 
whether the sick mills of the Swadeshi Group should continue 
with the Government or not. 

• * * 
As far as the other two mills are cancerned, we are going to 

decide in this very financial year whether to nationalise them 
or not." 

16. Asked why the management of a1l the sick textile mills taken 
over after 1974 has not been entrusted to the NTC, the M.;naging Direc-
tor stated: 

''In 1974 when the nationali'3ation took place, all the mills which 
were with the State Textile Corporations came to us. But 
subsequently they were taken over to State Governments. 
These mills are non-nationalised." 

The Committee wanted to know whether it was possible to integrate the 
management of these mills by placing them under the NTC, the Chairman 
NTC stated "I would not like just to give a brave answer 'Yes'." 

l. 7. Asked if NTC was consulted before taking over the management 
of the sick textile mills under the Industries Development and Regulations 
Act after 1974 the Managing Director of NTC said: 

"Informally, not formally. Discussions took place, but there is no 
formal record of this. Government takes the decision about 
the take over or non take over of a sick undertaking. NTC 
has no role to play in this regard. We come into the picture 
only when the Government decides that mills should be taken 
over." 

18. When the Committee pointed out that one of tbe o~jectives 

and functions of NTC was to render advice to Government with reference 
to repons of Committees of Investigations appointed under the Industries 
(Development and Regulations) Act, t11~ Managing Director said "J do 
not think they have asked for advice subsequent to 1974, after the 
nationali5ation of these mills. I do not think there has been any formal 
case where they have asked for advice." 



II. PRODUCTION & SALES 

A. Production 

1. Out Of III mills under the NTC, one is yet to start and possession 
of another one is yet to be taken over on account of court's stay. OUt of 
the r;maining. 109 mills 38 are spinning mills, 3 are weaving mills, 67 
composite units and one is a processing unit. The total installed capacity 
of NTC mills as on 3 I March, 1981' was 3.24 million spindles representing 
16 per cent Of the spinning capacity and 48,180 looms representing 23 per 
~nt of the weaving capacity of the cotton textile industry in the country . 

• / Of the tom! capacity of the sick mills, NTC has commissioned 96 per cent 
of spindles and 95 per cent of looms. Production is stated to have gone up 
from 49 million kgs. of yarn and 764 million metres of cloth in 1975-76 to 
70 million kgs. of yarn and 940 million metres of cloth in 1978-79, but 
went down to 65 and 843 in 1979-80 and recovered to 69 and 941 in 
1980-81 respectively. 

2. The foUowiug table indicates the yearwise ta~ets and production of 
cloth and yarn of the NTC as a whole for the year 1977-78 to 1980-81:-

Year Target of Achievement T2fgct of 
cloth (m. metres) mar«t yorn 

(m. m~tre.) (m. kga.) 

1977-78 870 8SS 57 

1978-79 1000 94<) 70 
1979-80 1000 843 70 
1980-81 1000· 941 70" 
---_ .. - ._------

Achiry( m( nt Total 
(m. kga.) val uc of 

SS 

70 

6S 

69 

production 
of cloth 

and yarn 
(Ra. 

crans) 

410 

480 

467 

577 

.<>.l·~vi,;cd t) 950 million m'!iTcs of cloth and 65 minion kgs... of m~l'k~t Y;'t"n. 

It bas been stated that with the implementation of modernisation and zx-
pansion schemes involving a total outlay of Rs. 320 crores by the end of 
1984-85, the production is expected to go upto 109 million kgs. of market 
yam and 1050 million metres Of cloth per annum. 

8 
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:8. Capacity Utilisation 

3. While the capacity utilisation Of spindles and looms in the rest of the 
textile industry had been around 77 per cent, the position in the NTC mills 
::as a whole has bec,n as under:-

1978'79 1979-80 1980-81 

Installed '%agc Installed %age 
capacity utilisation capacity utilisation 

'Spindle. (Lakhs) 7i· 3~·~ 32·31 66.9% 32,79 74·3% 

Looms (Nos.) 72 .5% 47774- 67'4% 48180 72.3% 
.. ---

Reasons of low utilisation of C'3pacity are stated to be (a) .:onstaints 
·of power (b) non-availability of spare parts at proper time and (c) non~ 
availability of proper type of cotton. 

4. The subsidiary-wise capacity utilisation and productivity as on 31 
MaTch, 1981 is given below: 

1. 

2, 

3. 

·4. 

S, 

'6. 

7· 

8. 

<J. 

1lO. 

Subsidiary 

Capacity Utilisation 
Index 

Spindle. Looms 
(%) (%) 

---------
NTC (Ar11fura Pradesh, Karnataka, Ke· 

rala & Mabe) Ltd. 8!.7 77- 6 

NTC (Delhi, Punjab & Rajasthan) Ltd. 70·2 62'4 

NTC (Gujarat) Ltd. 85,4 87. 6 

NTC (Madhya Pradeoh) Ltd. 7\.4 72.1 
-

NTC (Maharashtra Narlh) 70·2 72.5 

NTC (South Maharaahtra) Ltd. 75·2 69·2 

NTC (Tamil Nadu & Pondich('rry) Ltd. 73.8 68·2 

NTC (Uttar Pradesh) Ltd .. 57. 0 65.1 

NTC (Wc:st Bengal, Assam, Bihar & 
Or ia.,) Ltd. ! 74'4 59.1 -----TarAL. 73.9 7\.8 

Swadcahi Group. 79 '7 77. 6 

Yarn 
produced 
per 
spindle 

shift 
40a 
conver-
ted (ems) 

62.0 

53·2 

56·3 

52,7 

56.6 

54. 5 

73.8 

54. 1 

52.1 

58'4 

66.1 

Loom 
produc-
tivity 
Indcx 

216.0 

207. 0 

216,4 

221.3 

228·2 

219.0 

247. 9 

197. 8 

216.6 

213.9 

194'4 
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5. The Committee wanted to know how soon NTC mills w::mld be able' 
to reach their installed capacity of spindles and looms, the Managing-
Director of NTC said: 

"56 mills have already reached their fully utilised capacity. Of these 
14 mills have reached their licensed capacity. Remaining Mills 
are reaching their capacity. By and large we are progressing 
towards this object and we will be able to reach 100 per cent 
by the end of the Sixth Plan." 

The Chairman, NTC however, added that this target of reaching 100 per 
cent utilisation of the installed capacity wouW depend on availability of 
funds to enable NTC to achieve satisfactory capacity utiliS'ation and effi-
cient management. 

6. The Committee desired to know the economic side of loom~ capacity. 
The Managing Director NTC informed the Committee as follows:-

"For spindles we have been able to fix the economic size. For ordi-
nary looms the number would be 400, for autoIIl0.tic looms the 
number would be smaller. There is no absolute number in 
ter!"s of loom. By and large, we would say for the kind of 
looms which We are having in NTC. 400 looms would b<: an' 
economic siZe with 25,000 spindles." 

7. Under the new textile policy (1978) no expansion in the loom age 
capacity is allowed. Therefore .. no additional looms -are to be installed in 
the NTC mills. However, NTC has proposed to replace 2000 plain looms 
with wider width automatic looms during the plan period. The Committee 
were informed that NTC has 23 mills, mostly spinning of une(;onomic sizes 
where the spindles ranged from 11,000 to 22,000. These mills are expected' 
reach the figure of economic size of 25,000 spindles by the year 1984-85. 

C. Standardisation of Varietie.~ 

8. The NTC intimated that as a future strategy, it was necessary to' 
make ~fforts to reduce the number of varietie, and sorts a.nd standardise 
the products to sell these on NTC brand and type. It has been pointed out 
that special impetus will have to be given to the product mix on a more 
rational basis and to conce·ntrate On productiOn Of those fabrics and yam 
which give better profitability. Asked whither any exercise has been done 
in this regard, the Managing Director NTC stated in evidence: 

"As far as PrOOuct mix is conccmed, in a number of subsidia'ries, we 
have been able to rationalise the product mix. For example, 
where in terms of yarn there were several counts in one mill, 
we brought it down to at the most two or three counts. OIJ' 
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yarn, a large amount of rationalisation oos already been done. 
In terms of cloth, we have been finding it a little more difficult 
to achieve that kind of rationalisation. By and large, the num-
ber of earlicT V'arieties which we used to manufacture haVe been 
rationalised depending upon the strength of each mill. Where 
We find that a particular mill is capable .of producing a better 
type of cloth, that mill has been concentrating on those varieties. 
In the case of some subsidiaries, we oove succeeded and in the 
case Of some others, we have, not been able to succeed fully. 
Continuously, our efforts are to bring about this kind of ration-
alisation. In regard to yarn about 80 percent of rationalisation 
has been achieved. 

9. The Committee wanted to know if manufacture of polyester blends 
eQuId be takert up by NTC to improve, its profitability. In reply, Managing 
Director stated as follows:-

"This does not meet our main objective. One aspect of the matter 
is that the percentage of our cloth manufacture in terms of 

'blc,nded, I mean of the higher value like Polyester. I am talk-
ing of this kind ... is extremely low. If you take the over-all 
national percentage, it will come to hardly 3 per cent Of total 
production Of cloth. We have laid down as one of our objec-
tives that by the end of the, Sixth Five-Year Plan, at least 5 per 
cent of our over-all manufacture should be in terms polyeo;ter 
blends. We should concentrate on this sort which gives profit. 
We should try to increase the pt,rcentage of our profitable sorts 
within the over-all pattern." 

10. The Committee enquired whether it would not have been advanta-
geous ,to take up processing of blended fabrics as part of the modernisation 
schemes. In reply, a representative of the NTC said:-

"In a mill where spinning, weaving and processing facilities are avail-
able, it is virtually impossible to modernise the mills within 
one crore rnpees and start processing of blended fabrics, I 
quite agree that products like blended fabrics and superfine 
should have been put into production for reducing the losses 
but we have not reach~d that stage in all the mills. Tn certain 
mills, where it is possible we have started it. It is in our line 
of thinking that we must go in for blended fabrics if we have 
to survive." 

II. In regard to curtailment of varieties, the Secretary Department of 
Textile stated in evidence: 

"The NTC Board is going into this. They are trying to standardise 
the products in certain areas, where they make a larger amount 
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of profit apart from what they are, required to do under the 
Government policy in the matter of standard cloth. A final 
decision is yet to be taken. They have been thinking of some. 
standardisation of production pattern, confining themselves to 
the areas which may yield them better profits, until they reach 
the break-even point. Then they can go in for further 
diversification. We feel this is a sensible view, until the losses 
are reduced and the NTC mills are brought upto the break 
even level. We have nothing to say so long as the Government 
policy regarding the standard cloth and cheap cloth are imple-
mented by the NTC." 

12. The Committee recalled that one of their Study Groups which 
visited the NTC was informed that the totru volume of seconds, rejects, 
fents, ele. constituted about 30 per cent of production of NTC. In evidence 
representative, of NTC explained:-

"If you consider that anything which is not sound is a damaged 
fabric, this statement may be correct. The ab30lutely damaged 
free cloth WI!!; 77 per cent during the yoor ending March 31, 
1981. There are two aspechl damage and the value loss. As 
we go for the superior varieties, the extent Of checking and the 
criterion for determining damages also changes. While in cloth 
of Rs. 2 per meter many of the· defects are accepwble, that may 
not be so in the oase of cloth costing Rs. 20 per meter. Ulti-
mately the damaged percentage has to be found out on the basis 
of value loss. These. figures We are calculating continuously. 
In 1976-77 the total value loss in NTC mills was 4.6 per cent, 
in 1977-78,4.2 per cent, 1978-79,3.9 per cent, 1979-804 per 
cent, 1980-81 it i5 3.6 per cent. Despite going in for finer and 
superfine varieties our value loss has reduced subs.tantiruly and 
steadily. Under the norms of the textile industries where all 
kinds of products are included a value loss of 3.2 per cent i5 
considered as a very standard value· loss. Ours is 3.6 per cent." 

D. ContrOlled Cloth Scheme. 

13. The statutory obligation of producing controlled cloth in the varie-
ties Of. Sarees, Dhoties, Shirting, long cloth end drill is per the specifications 
stipulated by the Tc>xtile Commisisoners' Office has been in operation since 
June, 1971. With the enunciation of the Textile policy from October, 1978 
the obligation stood at 100.0 million sq. mtrs. per quarter. The Textile 
policy, announced by Government on 9 March, 1981, envisages increase of 
l.DDual production of controlled cloth from 400 to 650 million sq. metres. 
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14. Like every other mill in the Textile Industry the NTC mills also 
. had to fulfil this statutory obligation. At certain times, NTC had also taken 
upon itseU production of controlled cloth on transfer basis. According to 
the guidelines issued by the NTC (Holding Company) the subsidiaries were 
advised that by the acceptance of controlled cloth from the private sector 
mill at a premium, if the loss suffered by the NTC mills on the manufacture 
of their own obligation could, to a certain extent, be minimised, the subsi-
di~ry Corporations might accept such transactions after looking into their 
commercial viability. According to the NTC on the whole there was no 
los~ on undertaking transfer obligations. 

15. The quantum of the transfer obligation accepted by the NTC mills 
and their own production of controlled doth each year from 1974-75 was 
as follows:-

Year 

1974-75 

1975-76 

1976-77 • 

1977-78 

19,8-,9 

1979-80 

1980-81 

Own Transfer 
obliga- obliga-
tion tlon 

(in million sq. mts_) 
181.70 90'47 

80.34 ,2'49 

39.94 

52.,5 

16,.63 29.13 

Total 

2,2.17 

152.83 

39.94 

52.,5 

196,76 

Remarks 

From October',S, thert> was 
no obligation on the NTC 
mills 

There was no obligation on the 
NrC mills during the 
period. 

NrC was exempted upto the 
end of September, 1977. 

Covering the period April to 
September' ,8 a Dew textile 
policy was announced and 
during each period NrC did 
no t accept the transfer 
obligation. 

16. The difference between the cost and the realisation was paid by 
Government to the NTC as subsidy. Amount of subsidy paid by the gov-
ernment to N.T.C. for production of controlled cloth was as follows:·-

Year Amount 

1978-79 .. 
(w.c.f. 1-10-,8 to 31-3-79) 

1979-80 

1980-81 (Pl'ovRional subject to cost verification) 

(R... in lakhs) 

126,.14 

18900.04 
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17. As regards the methodology adopted for costing. the Managing. 
Director NTC stated that:-

"In the principles which they (Ministry of Finance) have now ad-
opted for giving us our cost. they take into account only the 
actual capacity utilisation, the actual interest and no return on 
the capital employed. There are the three points on the basis 
of which they work out the cost. II you take West B_';gal, 
the capacity utilisation is lower there. If you take Gujarat, 
there then utilisation is higher. They will take the wcrage of 
both mills." 

18. Asked how selection of mills for working out costs was made and 
by whom. the representative clarified: 

"Initi'ally when the textile policy was announced in 1978, this was 
the process we had adopted that only the very weak mills i.e. 
those mills which have the highest cost of manufacture of con-
trolled cloth, should be given, and it was challenged by the 
Finance Ministry that we could not do it. They say that it 
may be your decision that you may give only to West Bengal, 
but as far as the cost of controlled cloth is concerned Govern-
ment will determine on the basis of what it would be if it is 
given to Gujarat or any other mill." 

19. The Committee desired to know if the subsidy given to the NTC 
by Government on production of controlled cloth included a reasonable 
return on capital, the Managing Director of NTC revealed:-

"The amount we asked for was the difference in the price of cloth 
which includes a certain amount of return on capital. They 
said that we would not get any return on the capital. They 
said that we would get the actual interest and not the return 
on capital. As a result of this. we lost that money. The dif-
ference amount to Rs. 54 crores from October 1978 to January 
1981. This amount was held up by Government, we lost the 
interest. We did DOt have the money even to pay the Maha-
rashtra Federation and Cotton Corporation of India for pur-
chasing cotton. 

The Managing Director further pointed out that:-

"In the case of fertilizers and in the case of coal when the costing is 
done, a certain return on capital is pennitted-12 per cent 
after tax but in the case controlled cloth that 12 per cent is not 
permitted. 
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20. The Committee enquired if the subsidy calculated on the basis of 
·average costs covered the actual cost incurred by the NTC on production 
of controlled cloth and if not what was the percentage shortfall, the repre-
sentative .f,the NTC said in evidence that the average costs were less by 
3 to 5 per cent. However, when attention of the representative of Depart-
ment of Textile was drawn to the NTC's assessment that the formula of 
.average costs had entailed losses to them, he said: 

"I do not know to which period they meant. Before July 1981 the 
lost was much more than 3 to 5 per cent and whatever loss was 
being made was being reimbursed. After July 1981 the for-
mula does not warrant a loss. There is no data available to 
us to warrant the conclusion that there will be a loss. If there 
is a feeling that there is going to be a loss, at this point of time 
at the best it is an opinion, which will have to be tested with 
data in the future." 

21. In view of the difference of opinion between the NTC and the 
"Ministry, the Committee wanted to have an agreed note on this isslIl!. The 
note furnished by the Ministry of Commerce (Department of Textik) after 
evidence in this regard is reproduced below:-

"Under the earlier control\ed cloth scheme which was in operation 
from 1st October. 1978 to 30th June, 1981 the consumer price 
of controlled c'oth had remained static since 1974. The in-
crease in the cost of production of controlled cloth was to be 
met by increase in subsidy. For this purpose NTC's cost of 
production was subject to verification by the Cost Accounts 
Branch of the Ministry of Finance. Pending the final determina-
tion of the cost by the Cost Accounts Branch NTC was paid 
subsidy at a provisional rate of Rs. 1.90 per square metre. 

Though the cost of production differed from sort to son the 
subsidy was calculated on the basi'S of a "weighted average". 
On ~CCOU'1t of the procedure being related to the verification 
c~ co.;t there was for some time a difference between the -sub-
sidy which ought to have been paid to NTC and the subsidy 

which was actually paid at the provisional rate. This pOSition 
no longer exists since. subsequent to the cost verification by the 
Cost Accounts Branch NTC have been reimbursed subsidy on 
the basis of the actual difference between the cost of produc-
tion and the consumer price calculated on a weighted average 
basis. On account of delay in payment of subsidy at the full 
rate to NTC, NTC did incur some loss temporarily by way of 
interest burden. Even this is taken into account when com-
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puting NTC's losses for determination of the amount to be ~ 
imbursed to NTC as cash loss, out of budgetary provisions. 

Under the new controlled cloth scheme which is in operation from 
1st July 1.981 the subsidy rates have been fixed at Rs. 2 per 
square metre for dhotees and sarees and Rs. 1.50 per square-
metre for long cloth. Increases in the cost of production an: 
to be met by suitab1e revision in consumer price. Under this 
scheme the question of NTC's suffering loss does not arise. 

It will be seen from the above that it would not be correct to state 
that NTC have suffered loss on account of the controlled cloth scheme." 

22. Under the new Textile Policy announced by the Government on 
9th March, 1981 and affective from lst July, 1981, the responsibility of 
production of controlled cloth would be shared equally by the National 
Textile Corporation Limited and the Handloom Sector. The production of 
controlled cloth would be mainly restricted to sarees, dhoties and long cloth. 
Roughly, half of the quantity which would be produced under this scheme 
would represent sarees. It has been proposed to give the Handloom Sector 
a processively increasing share in the controlled cloth scheme and at the 
same time the National Textile Corporation Limited will be called upon 
to manufacture as much of controlled cloth as it is capable of. The target 
fixed for NTC for controlled c'oth for the current year is 325 million metres. 

23. The Committee wanted to know whether consequent to introduc-
tion of new textile policy number of 108 varieties controlled cloth had been 
reduced and how many mills were at present engaged in production of 
controlled cloth. In reply the Managing Director of NTC stated that at 
present 62 NTC mills were manufacturing controlled cloth. The number 
of varieties had been reduced from 108 to 36 with effect from 1st July, 
1978. The Committee enquired the effect this reduction made on profi-
tability. The Managing Director NTC stated as follows: 

"Earlier we were manufacturing four hundred mi1lion metres of 
controlled cloth ocnsisting of five broad varieties Out of this 
shirting and drill has been totally eliminated. Now I am caned 
upon to manufacture three broad varieties-saries, dhoties and 
long cloth. Cost of manufacture of drill and shirting was very 
much higher but Sir. simultaneously from four hundred million 
it has been reduced to three hundred and twenty million. So it 
has not been advantageous in this case. Here the reduction 
that has been brought is in voluntary and not voluntary." 

24. In response to a suggestion of the Committee that in order to avoid 
long distance transport of controDcc1 cloth a mill should 'be vested with the 
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responsibility of making and distribution controlled cloth within its adjoin-
ing area, the NTC submitted .the following note: 

"The' National Consumers Cooperative Federation collects the 
demand of the various sorts from the State Federation, con-
solidates the same and gives out the quarter-wise demand pattern 
for production of controlled cloth to the NTC mills. The 
various sorts and the quantum required by the N.C.C.F. in its 
totality is made known to the NTC. NTC then allocates the 

production of controlled cloth required by N.C.C.F. amongst 
its subsidiary corporations who in turn make further allocations 
to the Mills depending upon the production capacities and the 
mixings being run in their Mills." 

25. N.T.C. further intimated that it had time and again informed the 
N.C.C.F. that apart from the demand it should be used if the destinations 
were also made known. It was only while obtaining tbe despatch instruc-
tions that the subsidiary corporation were informed of the State to which 
controlled cloth had to be despatched. In fact, NTC was very keen that 
controlled cloth meant for specific areas should be manufactured in the 
Mills located in that areas. The only constraint in such a system would be 
that most of the cloth producing mills under NTC being conceatrated·in 
the States of Maharashtra, Gujarat, M.P. some transportation "f goods 
would be inevitable. In spite of this, NTC would definitely giv~ due con-
sideration for producing maximum possible quantity of cloth for t.lJe respec-
tive areas from the Mills located in the same area. 

26. Expressing the view that controlled cloth scheme had given certain 
advantages to the NTC, a representative of the Department of Textile stated: 

"I would submit that while a lot has been said about the controlle<\ 
cloth scheme and the burden it has put on NTC, I would very 
respectfully submit that the controlled cloth scheme also gives 
certain advantages to the NTC. It is true that 35 per cent 
of the production capacity is locked up in controlled cloth. But 
it is equally true that in respect of that 35 per cent ,ale is no 
problem. There is no cost On the sale at an. That is lifted 
by the parties nominated by the NCCF and there is no further 
responsibility and there is no question of bad debt on that ac-
count because the cloth is sold to NCCF." 

E. Cheap Cloth Scheme 

27. The scheme relating to the production of cheaper variety of cloth 
for augm~nting supply of cloth of reasonable prices was made operative 
from lst September. 1979. Under the scheme. the cloth is made avoidable 
---.~, 
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to the consumers within on all including maximum consumer price of 
Rs. 6.36 per sq. mt. to be uniformly applicable throughout the country. 

28. Figures showing the cloth packed under this scheme ~rom 

September 1979 onwards lire given below:-
------- - -----

Year Prcduction Million (Meters) ---------- ---------- -~ 
1979-80 
(Sepl.m'>er 1979 t)March, 1980) 

1980-81 

178_75 

26\. 04 

29. NTC mills produced during 1980-81 about 78 million sq. m. of 
cloth per month, out of which nearly 35 milion sq.m. were packed by way 
of controlled cloth and ab9ut 22 million sq.m. by way of cheap cloth. 
Thus, 75 to 80 per cent of the total production Of NTC mills is earmarked 
for meeting the needs of the poorer section of the population. 

30. The Committee enquired whether any subsidiary had incurred 
a I().ls on production of cheap cloth. In reply, the Managing Director 
NTC gave the following date in respect of major cloth producing subsi-
diaries: 

(Avg. Profit/Loss per metre in Rs. & Paise) 

Suboidiary --------------------------
NTC(MN) Ltd. 

NTC (GUJ) Ltd. 

NTC (MP) Ltd. 

NTC (APKK&M) Ltd. 

NTC (TNP) Ltd. 

F. Marketing 

0.60(-·) 0.15(+) 

0.31(+) 0.23_(+) 

0.97(-) 1.16(-·) 

0.10(-·) 0.55(-·) 

0.17(--) 0.15(-· 
.--------

31. NTC (Holding Company) started its Marketing Division with the 
broad objectives of making available to the public NTC fabrics at reason-
able rates and eliminating spaculative tendencies in textile market in India, 
by undertaking function of various traditional intermediaries in the 
distribution channel. The Marketing Division started working from the 
beginning of 1975. The Marketing Division is headed by Director 
(Marketing) . He has the supporting staff at the level of Advisers, 
Managers, Deputy Managers, etc. At present the Marketing Division has 
17 . (>ivisional officers-cum-Central Distribution Depots in various States. 
Divisional offices bandle sale of cloth to the consumers through various 
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channels of distribution. At present NTC is running 378 showrooms 
scatered in all most all the States of India. NTC mills' cloth is sold at 
these showrooms. The sales of NTC Showrooms have been of the order 
of Rs. 1700.04 lakhs in 1978-79, Rs. 1866.64 lakhs in 1979-80 and 
Rs. 2258.48 lakhs in 1980-81. 

32. The 9 subsidiary corporation of NTC have their own organisa-
tional set up for selling cloth through wholesalers, dealers and retailers 
etc. Subsidiaries have evolved different policies to dispose of articles 
produced under their units. Committees have been constituted at diffe-
rent levels to look after sales. 

33. NTC intimated that with massive modernisation programme under-
taken by NTC it became imperative that new 'Strategy of marketing were 
adopted and the Holding Company played impOrtant role of assisting and 
guiding the subsidiaries in the larger interest of the Corporation as a whole, 
with a view to ensuring that there has an increase in the sales realisation 
and cut-down in the marketing costs between the production centres and 
~onsumer level. This included the following:-

(a) Reduction of the distribution costs by reducing the number 
of intermediaries which inflate the margin between the ex-miD 
price and the retail price; 

(b) Ensuring that the different mills of NTC 'do not compete with 
each other in the same market and for the same cloth and 
avoid excess transportation of different sorts of cloth. For 
this there should be wholesalers/semi-whole-salers/indenting 
agents, brokers not for each individual mill or subsidiary but 
for NTC as a whole and finalise terms and conditions which 
are most beneficial to NTC, however. depending on regional 
traditional methods. 

(c) Formulating a unified policy for sale of NTC cloth to DGS&D, 
Defence and other departments of Government of India and 
other institutions, both private and public and State G~vern
ments and Cooperative Societies. At preseIU individual mills 
and/or subsidiaries are making efforts at their level and submit 
tenders to these organisations. The Directorate of Marketing 
at the holding Company would consolidate all such require-
ments and enter into long-range arrangements with various 
purchasing departments and organisations and allocate the 
production of such required products to NTC mills according 
to the capacity ofproduotion with a view to achieving 
maximum prOfitability. 
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34. According to the guidelines laid down for formula0>n of sale!> 
policies, a sales Committee, should be set up at subsidiary level to for-
mulate the sale!> policies of the Corporation and ov~see the day to ~ay 
implementation of the same in the mills. 

35. The Committee enquired about the marketing set up for the &ale 
of cloth, seconds and rejects. The Managing Director informed the 
Committee as follows:-

"As far as sale side is concerned, marketing is done" at the sub-
sidiary level. Most of the subsidiaries barring one or two 
are having centralised Sales Committee for each. The Cen-
tralised Sales Committee decides usually as far as cloth is 
concerned, on -a monthly basis and as far as yam is con-
cerned, mostly either on weekly basis or at the most fortnightly 
basis. If the fluctuation is not much, it is decided on fort-
nightly basis. As some place there is no centralised committee! 
for example in V. P. and I asked them to institute Centralised 
Committee immediately." 

36. The Committee were informed that the concept of Centralised 
Sales Committee was introduced in 1977-and prior to that usually 
tbe mills themselves used to do sales. On an enquiry whether NTC ex-
cercised any control between 1974-78 on the sales policies of the Mills, 
the Managing Director stated in reply, "Very little, Sir" 'and added:-

"Unfortunately, Sir, right from 1974 onwards are had in our 
holding company, the post of a Director (Personnal), Direc-

tor (Technical) and a post of Director (Sales). Th~e was a 
Marketing Division set up, but this Division was confined to 
only the running of the ratai] outlets started by the NTC 
iteself." 

37. In regard to a Centralised Sales Committee not being set up in 
U.P., the Managing Director, NTC stated:-

"No Chairman-cum-Managing Director was there in V.P. for some 
years. I wrote -a reminder to the concerned Director and the 
temporary CMD who was having additional charge at that 
time. Their reply was that they could not set it up because 
they lacked the staff with the necessary competence and which 
can administer it. I don'"t think the Committee has been set 
up till now." 

38. The Committee enquire about the appointments of dealers and 
wbole&alers by the Mills. The Committee were infOrtned as follows by 
the Managing Director, NTC:-

"I was making a distinction from the wholesalers on the one hand 
and the agents on the other. Now. usually agents are appointed 
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for the up-<:ountry, areas. Now, a mill in Bombay can 
appoint an agent in Kanpur, the agents duty will be to took 
orilers on behalf of the mills in Bombay for sale of goods in 
Kanpur area or the V.P. area there the wholesalers will be a 
direct purchaser of the goods from the mill and selling it in 
the market. But the agents cannot buy it on their own." 

NTC pays I! per cent of Commission to the agent and nothing to whole-
sellers. 

39. Asked whether it would be possible to organise a Central Market-
ing in a manner that it eliminates the wholesale marchants and direct 
contact is established with the retailers, the Managing Director, NTC 
opined:-

"In the present circumstances, I think it will be very difficult job 
to eliminate the wholesale traders and start our own direct 
marketing. This system has been in existence traditionally 
for a long time. The entire textile mills are making use of 
the wholesale traders for their sale. I do not think it is a 

feasible proposition as of this moment." 

G. Sale of Cloth 

40. Asked how the NTC had satisfied itself that the price that it was 
getting for its cloth was a .reasonable market price and that it was not a 
low price, the Managing Director replied:-

"This is done at the subsidiary level. We have reViewed this parti-
cular issue in all the subsidiaries. Some where there were 
lacunae; we have brought it to their notice and asked them to 
take remedial action. In some cases they have taken and in 
some cases it has not been done. We pursue this matter. 
It is a continuous business." 

41. The Committee wanted to know if it is a fact that snme of the! 
NTC mills had been selling their cloth in the market at far lower prices 
than the price of the private mills. The Managing Director admitted:-

"This could be true in the case of certain subsidj~ries. not in an 
subsidiaries like Ouiarat. This will be true in the case of 
U.P., Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal." 

A representative of the NTe pointed out that:-

"There are two reasons. One is production and quality of cloth 
maunfactured in these subsidiaries is certainly not as 200d as 
that of the others. There have been in the past compl~ints of 
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goods having. been returned because of not proper standards. 
by the wholesalers. Their reputation is not as good as of 
other private men in Ahmedabad, Bombay or Southern 
regions. There is also certain amount of weakness on the 
sales organisations set up. Further because of the heavy 
losses which the subsidiaries/mills incurred in the past and 
the fact that they have to keep up their liquidity, they had 
to do distress sales also. Therefore, they are not able to 
fetch better price as other subsidiaries have been able to." 

42. When the Committee invited attention to the BPE, Report, -accord-
ing to which the management in three subsidiaries was week West Bengal, 
Madhya Pradesh and U.P. Where sales organisations were making huge 
losses. the Managing Director explained:-

"In U.P. for two years, we could not get CMD in spite of repeated 
efforts. 

In West Bengal also, we cannot get, even today competent people 
to go there and take charge." 

H. Purclmses by Government and Public Undertakings 

43. The Cnmmittee enquired about the percentage of sale of cloth 
by NrC that went to the Government and other publi;: sector agencies. 
The Chainnan, NTC informed th-at NTC was selling about 6 per cent of 
the cloth produced to Government and to public sector undertakings i.e., 
about 15 to 20 per cent of total government requirement (around Rs. 20 
crores worth of supply yearly). The Government purchase was madc by 
the Director General S~pplies and Disposals for use as uniforms of the 
Defence staff and it was through tenders. On being asked whether it was 
on equal terms with others the Chairman, NTC stated:- . 

"Everyone of us quotes on tender. Earlier upto 1976-77 there 
was a condition that the public sector mills will enjoy 10 per 
cent price pre'ference. We do enjoy this 10 per cent price 
preference. It is on this basis that we have been quoting and 
getting the orders from DGs&:D. I do not see any reason 
why the Government shOUld not purchase its entire require-
ments of cloth for the Defence nurposes and uniforms entirely 
from the public sector mills on the basis of cost olus. The 
price can be fixed bv a body like the bureau of- Industrial 
Costs and Prices or the Ministry of Finance under the Cost 
Accounts. Department. We are prepared to supplv all re-
quirements of the Government from OUr mills .... 
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44. The Committee wanted to know if it was a fact that the NTC 
mills quote below cost to DGS&D and if sO' the reasons therefor, the 
Chairman NTC stated: 

"The reason mainly would be that I have got certain built in 
capacity which is capable of manufacturing that particular 
variety of cloth. Olive green is being manufactured in one of 
my South India Mills, I want to utilise my c-apacity fully." 

45. The Committee asked that as a lot of social obligation had been 
imposed on the NTC, would it not be desirable to ensure that the Govern-
ment requirements of decontrolled cloth were procured from the NTC at 
a reasonable rate assuring the NTC a fair return in future. In reply the 
Secretary, Department of Textile stated: 

"We consider Jhe NTC as a very important Public Sector Organisa-
tion discharging a social function. We also do not therefore! 
want it to die of starvation in any manner. If it needs any 
kind of injection of fresh capital or anything, we shall always 
be quite alive to the fact and dialogue is all the time going on. 
The lingering hope of the Government and the philosophy 
of the Public Sector enterprises is that, even by disrharging 
social functions you may still, with the help of better 
managerial techniques make reasonable profits. Let us watch 
for another couple of years." 

46. In this connection, a representative of the Department of Te~tile 
informed the Committee as follows:-

"The question has been considered inthe larger context not only 
of supply of cloth but of any other product which i~ manu-
factured by a Government Corporation and purchased by 
Government Department. If J may submit, there are plenty 
of other public sector undertakings, equally privileged. This 
has been carefully considered. The decision of the Govern-
ment is, if the public sector undertaking is given 10 per cent 
price of preference and it becomes competitive;-it will bc! 
given tbe first preference." 

I. NTC Show Rooms 

47. The CDmmittee enquire about the profit and loss of the show 
rooms di NTC. The Managing Director, NTC informed as follows:-

"In 1978-79 we made losses of Rs. 81.5~ Jakhs. in 1979-80 it 
was Rs. ]07 IiIkhs; in 1980-8] it was Rs. 76 lakhs. The· 

central marketing organisation is being ·oryerated from our 
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he"lldquarter with 383 shops spread over the length 
and breadth of the country with people employed on regular 
salary. The whole system is not conductive to retail sale: 
Ultimately the reteil sale will have to be done by the private 
owner. He has got an incentive to make larger profit. It is 
not possible for us to run shops on that basis." 

48. Asked how is it that NTC had been incurring losses on its .sales 
.despite a 30 per cent margin, the Managing Director NTC replied:-

"The reason is that we could not increase our sale, the complaint 
is that the services are not good and the customer is not given 
a choice. In the beginning, the selection of shops was not 
at the right places. The rent is high and the staff is employed 
more than what should be employed. People want to work 
for 8 hours. The whole system's not very happy. This year 
we took a decision that we should close down 103 shops 
whiCh employed around 800 people. We sent this intimation 
to the Government because this is quite a substantive issue. 
If we have to retrench about 800 people, it is likely to create 
problem for us. Most of them will be in Delhi. I am not 
convinced about the feasibility of running outlets by the hold-
ing companies at all." 

49. The Committee enquired if it was a fact that one of the reasons 
why the NTC show rooms were making losses was that they were not 
being manned by trained personnel. The Managing Director explained 
that: 

"At tbat time the Corporation wanted to open as many retail out-
lets as possible. The recruitment was done in a great hurry 
on an l¥1 hoc basis. People were recruited out of the people 
available at that time. Sometimes rules were not followed. 
Subsequently we decided to give them training." 

.J. Sale Of Yarn 

50. The total production of yarn in 1980-81 was 178 milion kg. Out 
of that, 65 million kg. i.e., about 40 per cent was awilable to the power 

100m and the decentral;sed sector and the remaining 60 per cent was used 
for conversion into cloth within the mill. A representative of the NTC 
further explained:-

"Out of 65 million kg. of yam prodUced. 33.R m.· k!!. w~re jZh'en 
to the handloom setter in bank form. out of which 21.97 
m. kg. were .given directly to the handloom nominees as indi-
cated by the Development Commissioner for handloom or 



agencies. The remaIDIDg 11.83 m. kg. were sold through 
the dealers and our agents, because the Handloom Develop-
ment Corporation are not asking for the yarn from us all the 
tinie. They ask for it only when the price'S go away or when. 
there is yam shortage." 

51. NTC has 21 depots for sale of yam, which were outside the 
central marketing and were located mostly in areas where yarn was con-
sumed in large quantities. They are stated to be economicalIy viable. 
Asked whether NTC had any Depot in North Eastern region, the Manag-
ing Director replied in the negative. 

K. Sale of Fents (JfId Rags 

52. On an enquiry the Committee were informed that fentsand rags 
constituted 8 per cent of the total sale of NTC and that fents and rags 
were sold by tenders. Asked whether it was a fact that any tenderer 
-could so organise that the tenderers gave a price in such a way that a 
particular tenderer was always successful. The Managing Director agreed 
that that was quite possible. On further probing and on the Committee 
pointing out tbat it appeared that NTC had no means to satisfy themselves 
that the prices they had realised were the competitive ones, the Chairman. 
NTC observed: 

"Your point is welI taken. In fact, for the last 15 days we have 
been working on a system-in fact, it is finalised for making 
special and sample checks and even 100 per cent checks in 
some cases:' 

However, in a note submitted subsequently, NTC informed that apart from 
seIling fents/rags by tenders, no other foolproof system can be thought of. 

L Market Intelligence 

53. The Committee wanted to know if any market survey to assesS 
consumer ureference for NTC cloth has been carried out, the Managing 
Director NTC stated: 

"We were generalIy utilising our retail outlets for the purposes of 
feedback about consumer preferences. R.ecently, after we established our' 
NTC stall' coIIel!e. we have entrusted to them also the task of going into 
the consumer preferences survey. They have undertaken one survev and 
1Il1other survey has been decided npon which they will be undertaking." 

54. Asked whether market research and study should not be an 
entegrat part of NTC market strategy, the Managing Director. NTC 
agreed by saying:-

"J would aj!T'ee with that that it should be. As I said in the 
beginning, so far, we did not even have a regular marketing 
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division to oversee the functioning of the ~ubsidiaries, their 
market policy and so on. The holding company confined 
itself mainly to retail outlets until very recently." 

55. Asked if the holding company trad a functional Director (Market-
ing) to take care of marketing strategy, the Managing Director, NTC said. 
"Yes. We have, for the last six months only. Before that the post was 
tbere but it was not filled up." 

56. On the Committee expressing an apprehension that the marketing 
was not being taken seriously, the Managing Director NTC pleaded:-

"You will have to make a distinction here. When you say that 
the Corporation is not taking marketing seriously you arc 
referring to the whole set up. 

But what I beg to submit is that this has been taken seriously at 
the operational level, at the subsidiary level. We have not 
gone into many of the details, I agree. But you have to make 
this distinction. You cannot say that the Corporation as a 
whole has not been taking marketing seriously." 

57. Asked if it was a fact that in collecting market intelligence the 
subsidiaries of NTC were virtually relying on the feed back from their 
wholesalers instead of making an independent market survey. Tn reply. 
the Managing Director of NTC stated: 

"My answer was restricted to the holding company. As far as the 
subsidiary companies are concerned. they have got the regular 
wholesalers, their agents from whom, they continuously get 
the market feedback as to the production programme and sales 
etc. Our total sales from the retail outlets hardly come to 
Rs. 20 crores out of major sales of Rs. 576 crores done 
through subsidiaries. The subsidiary is the basic or~nisation 
which has its own marketing organisation. Usually. it is the 
wholesalers who place the orders, on subsidiaries. They know 
what are goods that are required to be manufactured. They 
place the order with the subsidiaries. The subsidiaries prepare 
the production programme according to the feed-back which 
they get from their own markets regularly. So, the subsidiary 
has its own organisation to get the information .... There is 
need for a central intelligence marketing system." 

M. Costing 

58. The quidelines issued by the Holding Company provide inter-alia 
that the mi1ls should complete their sales proposals indicating sales rates 
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for different varieties and work out the profit loss involved on per looJa 
shift basis. The Committee wanted to know if the Holding Company was. 
exercising auy· control over the cost data being prepared by the subsidiaries... 
In reply a representative of NTC said:-

"We give broad guidelines. The individual sort and number of' 
looms are being determined by the subsidiary." 

59. Asked if in their review of ~he performance of subsidiaries, the 
Holding Company had come across any cases where the guidelines issued 
by the Holding Company about the costing system had not been foHowed 
by the Subsidiaries. In reply the Managing Director stated, "there have 
been cases." 

60. The Committee suggested that instead of taking the overall rea1isa:-
tion for loom, it would be better to work out the profitability on per Iooln> 
per shift basis, so that at the end of the period NTC would know preciselY' 
whether past calculations were correct or not, whether market realisations., 
loom and weaving efficiency were according to c,.pedations. 

Accepting this su~gestion the Chairman NTC said:-

"You have given a good suggestion. We are actually grateful t& 
you for this suggestion. Now 111 mills are sending statistics 
and the data' We collect is so much. The question is how 
this national data could be utilized by the NTC so that the 
control you have mentioned could be implemented." 



III. MODERNISA nON 

1. Prior to the date of nationalisation i.e. upto 31st of March, 1974, 
a sum of Rs. 9.19 crores only was spent on modernisation. The amounts 
utilised by some of the mills were mostly for immediate renovations in the 

. old and worn out machinery and also for procuring the balancing equip-
ment. However. most of the money was spent is clearing and overhauling 
operations for restarting the mills. It is only from the date of nationalisa-
tion i,e, lst of April, 1974, that schemes for modernisation were envisaged 
in a big way. In the nationalised textile mills major part of tbe plant 
and equipment was old and some of the machinery obsolete. This was 
primarily due to the poor maintenance and negligence by the erstwhile 
management. The Corporate Plan of NTC, as originally envisaged, pro-
vided for an outlay of Rs. 250 crores for modernisation and expansion upto 
the end of the 6th Plan (31-3-1985). Taking into account additional in-
vestment proposal for expansion of spindles the outlay was revised as 
Rs. 320 crores. 

2. As at the end of March 1981 modernisation/expansion scheme 
entailing an outlay of Rs. 242 crores have been sanctioned. Out of this, 
machinery worth Rs. 145 crorcs is stated to have been received and installed 
tili 31 March 1981. The remaining machinery worth Rs. 175 crores is 
expected to be instal'ed by the end of the Sixth Five Year Plan period. 
The mills incapable of rehabilitation are stated to be two and decision 
regarding nine other mills is yet to be taken. 

3. According to the textile policy statement of August, 1978 "the 
incidence of sickness has been growing and the progress of modernising 
obsolete equipment has been tardy. The cost of textiles has been rising 
steadily while the per capita consumption of cloth has been falling." It 
was a!so stated that a definite time-limit would be prescribed for the 
utilisation of modernisation loans by the mills. 

28 
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4. A statement showing progress of modernisation as on 31st March, 

1981 as furnished by the NTC is given below: 

(R,. in lakill) 

---------
S.No. Name of the Subsidiary NTC Total outlay sanction("d Value of 

machi-
ncrv 
already 
reech'cd 

lOBI! Govt. Total 
IFCI 

NTC (DP&R) Ltd. 2095-41 106- 37 2201. 78 1013.50 

2 Nra (UP) L'd. 1186.14 537-00 184. 81 1907·95 1371.40 

3 NrC (WBAB & 0) Ltd . 2523.66 756 .00 311·99 3591- 65 1439.66 

4 NTC (TNStP) Ltd. 1677. 22 1436.00 396-38 3509.60 1826.90 

5 Nrc (APKK&M) Ltd. 210297 195.00 207·06 2505.03 2048.50 

6 NTC (SM) Ltd. 14,56- 07 2101,75 157,49 3715 .31 1944. 61 

7 NTC (MN) Ltd. 24,23·05 357. 00 546.09 3326.14 2134. 20 

8 NTC (Gujarat) Ltd. 1025·70 219.00 430.62 1675-32 1865.60 

9 Nrc (MP) Ltd. 647. 25 793-00 225.12 1665. 37 855.65 

10 Swadeshi Group of Mills 73.90 73. 90 

15211.37 6394' i5 2565.93 24172.05 14,500.01 

--------. -------

5. During examination of the representatives of the Department of 
Textile, the Committee pointed out that implementation of the modernisa-
tion of the nationalised mills had been on the whole tardy. Conceding this 
to some extent the Secretary deposed:-

"To a certain extent we admit that but we request you to bear in 
mind that in the beginning in 1974 when all these mills were-na-
tionalised the main prob!em was to get them going and to cope 
with the operational problems. They did not have any breath-
ing time tiII 1977 and it was only in 1977-78 that they could 
apply their mind for a planned programme of modernisation 
and since 1977-78 they started thinking, planrung and pro-
gramming. That accounts for the delay in getting the pro-
gramme of modernisation- going." 

The Secretary, Department of Textile, however, admitted that modernisa-
tion "could have started a bit earlier." 
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6. The Committee desired to know the number of mills which have 
been rehabilitated by the NTC. A representative of the NTC said: 

"Till today, we have implemented modernisation schemes to the 
extent of Rs. 145 crores. In the spinning we have spent Rs. 
110 crores. If we distribute the cost of Rs. 110 crores on 3.2 
million spindles it would work out to 300 per spindle in a 
period of 11 years. For modernisation, We require 2 to 3 
thousand rupees per spindle against that we have spent 'Its. 300 
for replacement of very essential items. I~ you view the per-

. formance of'NTC in this background it is not possible to bring 
about a major change in production pattern." 

Asked if any units could be said to have been modernised completely 
by now. The Managing Director of NTC stated "none of them." 

7. The Cammittee pointed oUt that the NTC had been spreading its 
resources thinly rather than taking up modernisation on a selective basis 
'With the result that none of the mills could be said to have been modernised 
fully so far. The Secretary, Department of Textile reacted saying: 

"This is a general question. What would you do when you have 
Iimj,ted resources; would you invest in a selected area or would 
you do it in a wider area so that regional imbalance is removed? 
One would say, with the resources which the NTC has, it is 
better to spread it a little thinly. We accept it." 

On the Committee enquiring whether this approach was deliberate decision 
2fter comidering pros and cons, the Secretary stated: 

"Yes. deliberate decision. Investment should not be made in any 
way which will result in lopsided development of one area and 
inadequate development in another area." 

On the Committee suggesting that the selective modernisation could be 
spread over all areas and a~1 States. the Secretary opined: 

"If it applies to every State. we would agree, but not one State,. at 
the expense of the other. We can still try to take note of thilt 
and try to phase it out accordingly." 

1l. The Committee enquired if in drawing up modernisation schemes, 
NTC had giv.:n priority to installation of balancing equipment and if so, 
what was the achievement in this regard. In reply. a representative of 
NTC stated; "When we prepare a modernisation scheme, it is not only 
for balancing equipment but it also takes care of other equipments." 
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9. The Committee enquired about the level at which the investment of 
Rs. 320 crotes for modernisation programme was c'eared. The Managing 
Director of NTC said:-

"It was done by the holding company, administrative Ministry and 
the Planning Commission also, but not by the Public Invest-
ment Board. As far as we are concerned. the NTC enjoys the 
powers of sanctioning projccts upto Rs. 5 crores per under-
taking. We have 103 undertakings." 

In reply to a query, the Managing Director clarified that the question of 
regarding each mill as an undertak,ing was discussed in the Minis!1)' of 
Finance and it was held that in the case of NTC, an undertaking meant a 
mill and that the holding company was the final authority for sanctioning 
individual projects. 

10. Asked whether Government were aware that the modernisation had 
not been viewed as a single programme in as much as the proposed ex-
penditure of the order of Rs. 320 crores had been split up mill-wise and sanc-
tioned wjtijin the powers of the subsidiary companies and the holding 
company without subjecting the expenditure to the scrutiny by the BPE, 
the Planning Commis~ion. the Ministry of Finance. the Public Investment 
Board and the Cabinet and if so what was Government's view in the matter. 
In reply, the Secretary, Department of Textile explained: 

"320 crores of total financial committment was there. Public In-
vestment Board is called upon to sanction projects costing more 
than Rs. 5 crores. There was no case of investment of over 
Rs. 5 crores in anyone single project. Investment was made 
on different projects at different times. So the question of 
giving sanction by PIB, Cabinet or other authority did not 
arise. It is within the powers of the NTC and the subsidiaries. 
The Government, of course, were kept informed of this." 

11. The Committee asked if it was possible that had the Government 
gone to the Planning Commission/Public Investment Board. it could have 
been suggested that instead of spreading the resources thinly. it would be 
better to take up modernisation on a selective basis. The Secretary 
deposed: 

"I would say that I would do anything without infringing the 
Government directives to expedite sanction and implementa-
tion of this scheme and in this particular case, it was not neces-
sary and if we had gone to them, the things would have got 
delayed which would further slow down the process of 
modernisation. Already the process of modernisation is slow-
ed down." 
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12. One of the constraints of rapid modernisation was stated to be the 
non-availability of textile machinery. The Ministry of Commerce intima-
ted to the Committee, that during the performance Review Meeting heid 
by them, it was suggested to the NTC that they might consider manufac-
turing in collaboration with other public sector undertakings if necessary 
items of machinery badly needed by the NTC. The Committee enquired 
if the possibility of undertaking manufacture of textile machinery in the 
public sector was examined by the NTC. In reply, the Managing Director, 
NTC stated: 

"We ourselves wanted to start a public sector unit. The Orissa 
Industrial Development Corporation which is a public sector 
body as obtained a letter of intent from the Government of 
India for setting up a suitable machinery manufacturing unit. 
We are giving them all necessary technical assistance to start 
this plant." 

13. Asked whether the NTC took up with Government the question 
of import of new or second hand machinery urgently needed atleast for 
balancing purposes, the Managing Director stated: 

"The second hand machinery in foreign countries is now going very 
cheap, because the textile industry in Europe is now in 
doldrums. We have posed many alternatives to the Govern-
ment. Government has not given any decision so far." 

14. As regards the policy of Government in regard to import of textile 
machinery, the Secretary. Department of Textile stated: 

"If we can have the machinery manufactured within the country in 
the interest of self-reliance, we would not import them. This 
is the general policy of the Government. The delivery time 
in many cases is very long, say between 12 months and 18 
months. But unless it can be shown that something is needed 
very very urgently and the minimum delivery time is 12 months 
to 18 months, Government do not accord any approval to any 
proposal to import. Still in NTC about Rs. 2 crores worth of 
critical components had been imported. Then for the rotor 
spinning mills an equipment which would cost about Rs. 60 
lakhs they have also obtained permission fOr importing it. 
But for other equipments, they are manufactured locally within 
the parameters of the Government policy." 

15. The Committee desired to know if a study of the advantages that 
have accrued to the NTC as a result of investment of Rs. 145 crores (upto 
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31st March, 1981) made so far On the modernisation programme has been 
made. In reply, the NTC claimed, inter alia, in a note, that:-

(i) It has been observed that there has been an overal improve-
ment in productivity coupled with reduction in waste. The 
qUality of the products after modernisation has also improved. 
To illustrate the spindle productivity per spindle shift in terms 

of 40s conversion increased from 52.6 grams in 1975-76 to 
58.4 grams during 1980-81. Similarly, the Loom productivity 
index has also shown an increase from the level of 211 in 1975-
76 to 219 in 1980-81. 

(ii) In the area of quality as well as output, it has been observed, 
that there has been a reduction of 1 per cent in the value loss 
in respect of c'oth manufactured by the NTC Mills. As against 
4.6 per cent value loss in 1976-77 the value loss percentage 
stood at 3.6 per cent during 1980-81. This in tenns of money 
has saved NTC Rs. 4 crores per annum. 

(iii) As a result of modernisation, NTC has launched a scheme in 
some of the units to produce sophisticated varieties of cloth with 
Polyester and viscos blends. It is entirely as a result of 
modernisation that some sorts produced by mills in Bombay 
region under the NTC have been able to meet with the rigid 
lSI standards, 

(iv) In terms of cloth and yarn production, the modernisation has 
helped to boost up production. (The doth production went 
up from 764 m.mts. in 1975-76 to 941 mts. in 1980-81 and 
the market yarn production went up from 49 M.kgs to 69 
M.kgs). 

16. The Committee enquired whether the expected return on invest-
ment has started coming in. A representative of the NTC explained that: 

"In 1975-76, our total cloth production was 760 million meters 
thereby giving an incroose of 23 per cent straight away. The 
increase is due to various factors. We are on the questic,n 
of modernisation. It is not on account of modernisation alone 
but it includes reactivisation of idle capacity for increasing the 
productivity at the individual level. In the initial years, the 
amount spent on modernisation does not necessarily mean 
that it was spent on providing essential equipments and items 
for spinning and for replacement of very vc,ry necessary items. 
As far as we understood, we had also considered as part of 
modernisation programme the expenditure incurred on other 
purposes. Modernisation is one that will upgrade the techno-
logy from what is existing today. Since Rs. 145 crores 
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invested by March, 1981 also includes amount spent on certain 
items for which there is no tangible return like improvement 
in the building, protecting the walls from collapse, etc. these 
have been in91uded in the head for which we could not get 
money separately. All these things were connected with cloth 
production and yarn production." 



IV. EMPLOYMENT 

A. Surplus Labour 

1. The employment (workers and officers and staff) in NTC mills as 
on 1-4-74 to 1-4-80 is given below. This also includes the workers em-
ployed in Laxmirattan and Atherton Mills, the management of which was 
taken over in July, 1976. 

-..... ------
Year No. of No. of Total 

workers officcn 
& staff 

---- ._----
& on 1-4-1974 161203 12114 173317 

As on 1-4-1975 162065 12607 174672 

As on 1-4-1976 162102 13002 175104 

As on 1-4-1977 166169 13965 180134 

& on 1-4-1978 169839 14278 184117 

& on 1-4-1979 169405 15011 184516 

& on 1-4-1980 168809 14952 183761 

2. One of the problems faced by the National Textile Corporation at 
the time of take-over of the sick textile mills was the higher labour com-
plement in most of these mills in relative terms compared to other textile 
mills. Under the labour rehabilitation scheme if any worker wanted to 
retire voluntarily. he got full payment of retrenchment and gratuity com-
pensation and other normal benefits. Prior to the nationalisation of 
mills, the scheme was introduced in about 23 mills and a sum of Rs. 74.43 
lakhs was spent by the NTCIState Governments/State Textile Corporation. 

3. NTC intimated that under the Nationalisation Act the sick units 
were taken over in 1974-75 with their full complement of labour. The 
excess labour at that time had been estimate,d as roughly about 10 per 

35 
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cent. In order to reduce the excess labour, NTC adopted a scheme of 
'labour rationalisation without tears.' It was estimated that 15,000 work-
ers would become surplus as a result of implementation of rationalisation 
scheme. On an average rationalisation/superanBuation of worker was 
expcctel1 cost of Rs. 7,500/-. 

- 4. Asked how many workers had been retrenched/superannuated by 
NTC Mills so far, the Nrc intimated that upto 31st March, 1981 NTC 
had retrenched 4859 workers and superannuated 18,689 workers. All the 
posts of retrenched workers were abolished and out of 18689 superannu-
ated workers, 10638 posts were abolished. Thus a total number of 15497 

- posts have been abolished under the labour rationalisation scheme upto 
31-3-1981 and a sum of Rs. 13.69 crores spent by Subsidiary Corpora-
tions for this purpose. 

5. The Committee enquired how the surplus labour strength was deter-
mined in 1974 and how it was revised from time to time thereafter taking 
into account modernisation and expansion programme. In reply, the NTC 
explained in a note: 

"At the time when the Labour Rationalisation Schemes were intro-
duced, each Subsidiary Corporation was requested to fix up 
targets of number of persons to be rationalised in mills under 
them. These were worked out taking into account the capa-
city of various spindles/looms being utilised at that time 
(Le. 1-4-74) and the work load norms agreed to by various 
Mills keeping in view the regional workload norms, working 
conditions in the Mills etc. Expected surplus due to moderni-
sation programme was determined on rough estimates. It did 
not take into account the expoansion programme as at the time 
of formulati.ng the schemes the immediate need was to reno-
vate and modernise machinery. The targets for labour Ra-
tionalisation Scheme were fixed in 1974-75. No revised tar-
gets fixed in 1974-75 have not been achieved by manv subsi-
diaries." -

6. The Committee desired to know that what was likely to be the extent 
of surplus labour in the NTC as a whole after the modernisation pro-
gramme was implemented completely. The NTC intimated: 

(i) Category-wise surplus labour has not been identified by some 
of the subsidiary Corporations as it depends on the implemen-
tation programme by stages; 

(in At present the labour employment in the Textile Mills is to 
. the tune of 1.8 lakh persons per day. There is likely to be some 
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surplus strength of workers in the Mills as a result of imple-
mentation of modernisation programme, which envisage adop-
tion of standard workloads in the mills and economy in labour 
c~t, but this surplus strength will be utilised in other sections 
particularly in spinning, where NTC has undertaken a massive 
expansion programme of adding 6.4 spindles by the' end of 

6th Five Year Plan. Based on their Corporate Plan the NTC 
expect that after the modernisation programme is completed 
the total requirement of labour would be 1.94 lakhs persons; 

(iii) Government is yet to take a decision on the proposed two 
export oriented units. Actual employment would depend on the 
product mix and level of technology to be adopted for these 
units; 

(iv) There are no surplus officers in any subsidiary Corporations." 

7. Funds under the Labour Rationalisation scheme were made available 
to the Subsidiary Corporations till 1980-81. However, during 1980-Rl 
limited funds were made available to only lOGS making subsidiaries. It has 
also been stated that out of a total amount of Rs. 13.69 crores made avail-
able to the Subsidiary Corporations under the scheme, an amount of 
Rs. 10.7~ crores has already been repaid/adjusted/converted into equity 
upto 31-3-1981. In August, 1981, the Subsidiary Corporations are stated 
to have been advised by the Holding Company to work out unit-wise labour 
rationalisation programme and take necessary action to rationalise them 
within their own resources." 

8. The Committee asked as to how is it in spite of the labour rationali-
sation scheme, the effective strength of the NTC workers had gone up 
from 1.61 lakhs in 1974 to 1.68 lakhs in 1980. In reply, the Secretary, 
Department of Textile explained: 

"When we Gay rationalisation, we took a decision of weeding out 
people who were not thought to be of much use to the Com-
pany. They were retrenched with a partjcular view to improv-
ing the working of the units. Fresh intakes were taken. The 
work incre~d. The volume of production has increased. 
With almost the same number of people today, we have very 
much more production, more profit. 1'hat has been the gain 
out of this process of rationalisation. On the one hand, we 
have been able to remove 15,000 workers and we have taken 
more, but they are of a trained ealibre and the process of 
selection has been fairer, with a view to having more efficient 
people." 
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9. The NTC had furnished the following data in January, 1980 in 
regard to category-wise labc;lUr strength and the extent of surplus in each 
subsidy: 

Subsidiary Present strength F..timated 
~------... --------- surplus 

Highly Skilled Semi- Un-Skilled labour 
skilled skilled 

----- -----_. 
I. NTC (MN) Ltd. 13,340 5,479 6,281 2,500 

2. NTC (TN&P) Ltd. 575 1,338 3,133 6,~24 

3. NTC (MP) Ltd. (as on 30-&'79) 606 7,207 4,;30 8,146 2,809 

4. NTC (Guj;.rat) Ltd. (a, on 
1-8-79) 1,858 4,~12 5,281 6,392 754 

5. NTC (DP&R) Ltd. 344 2,473 3,593 2,612 803 

6. NTC (UP) Ltd. 414 5,883 5,(('2 7,C63 6B 

As regards other 3 subsidiaries, the position was stated to be as under:-

(i) The total labour strength of the NTC(SM) Ltd. as on 30-6-79 
is 26,054 operatives, 1287 clerical staff, 420 technical and 
supervisory staff and 171 officers. The surplus labour in the 
constituent mills under this Corporation was estimated for the 
year 1980-81 as 667. 

(ii) In the case of NTC (APKKM) Ltd. out of total labour strength 
of 21,850, 500 labour are surplus in the Mills of the Subsi-
diary in absolute termG. 

(iii) The surplus labour in absolute terms in NTC (WBABO) Ltd. 
is about 3,500 (including 3,332 in 14 mills in West Bengal). 

10. The Committee desired to know what is the nature of problems 
being faced by the subsidiaries of NTC in the matter of smooth and speea,.-
implementation of labour Rationalisation Scheme. In reply, the NTC inti-
mated: 

(i) While workers of NTC (MP) Ltd. demand parity of wages with 
other centres like Ahmedabad and Bombay, they are not agree-

able to accept the comparative workloads. The Subsidiary 
Corporation had taken up the question of fixation of rational 

work load with the, representative unions as weIJ as State Gov-
ernments. 

(ii> Decision of the State Government on the recommendations of 
the Expert Committee appointed to study the question of intro-

duction of scientific work load norms in textile mills of West 
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Bengal, is awaited. Meanwhile, workload norms formlllate,d 
by a Tripartite Settlement (October, 1979) have been intro-
duced in 7 units of the Subsidiary. 

(iii) I~ the case of NTC (MN) Ud., the Unions are oPPOGing tho 
programme till such time their claims for provident fund relat-
ing to pre-nationalisation period are settled without any cut 
due to non payment of provident fund arrears. 

(iv) In the case of NTC (SM) Ltd., the union is demanding full 
payment of gratuity and retrenchment compensation for th~ 
period of service before the closure of mills in the case of Mills 
which have gone into liquidation. This problem is also being 
faced by 2 Mills of NTC (MN), 3 Mills Of NTC (TN&P) , and 
1 mill of NTC (DP&R). 

11. The Committee desired to know if the Government were not obliged 
morally, if not legally, to concede to claims of workers for Provident Fund, 
gratuity and retrenchment compensation for the period 01 service prior to 
nationalisation and prior to the closure of mills. In reply, a representative 
of !he Department of Textile stated: 

"There are certain other recommendations relating to dues of 
labour. Some of them are being examined by the Labour 
Ministry and one or two issues are being examined by us." 

In a note furnished, the NTC intimated (December, 1981) that: 

"This matter has been under consideration of the Union Ministry 
of Labour, _ their Administrative Ministry, the Ministry of 
Commerce, Employees provident Fund Organisation and NTC. 
The last meeting was ,held with the Labour Secretary on the 
20th July, 1981 and the following vieWG were expressed by 
the Labour Secretary:-

(i) In respect of post-nationalisation period, the NTC would be 
solely responsible in reporting compliance of the variouS 
provisions of the E.P.F. & M.P. Act, 52, 

(ii) For the p<lst-takeoveJC and pre-nationalisation period, res-
ponsibility for compliance will rest with the Central/State 
Government, who have appointed the Authorised Controll-
ers, and 

(ill) In respect of the pre-takeover period, the llrrears of pro-
vident fund contribution etc., would have to be Government's 
liability." 

B. Work Load Norms 

12. NTC intimated (August, 1979) that there were generally no set 
norms for the ~mployment of labour in textile industry. This was because 
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of the fact that employment of labour in a textile mill depended on many 
variables, viz. type and condition of machinery, average count of yarn 
produced, product mix etc., etc. However, certain broad guidelines have 
been given by the South India Textile Research Association (SITRA) on 
the employment of labour in textile mill which were as follows:-

Average COUDt of the mill 

160 

20a . 

30a 

40a 
60a 

80. 

Workers pcr 1000 
spindles upto (spg. 
point) 

9,4 

7·9 
5.8 

4·7 
3.5 

2.9 

._------------------------
The average employment in weaving also depended on many variables. 
viz. plain or auto looms installed, type of preparatory machinery etc. 
Broadly, the employment of labour in weaving was indicated as 35 to 
40 per 100 looms in the case of mills baving all automatic looms and 
50 to 55 per 100 looms in the case of mills baving all plain looms. 

13. The employment of labour in various subsidiaries intimated to 
the Committee in August, 1979 is as follows:-

Name of Subsidiary Avg. Count M"n/ MenllOO 
1000 Looms 

Spindles 

-----.~---

mc (DPR) 20s 9.0 62 .• 
NTC (UP) 19.9. 10.2 54.1 

NTC (WBABO) 27.9. 10.3 82.1 

MTC (TNP) 52.0s 5.0 50.6 

NTC (APKK&M) 31.40 6.3 58.3 

NTC(SM) 27.4. 7·8 51.6 

NTC (MN) 27.20 7.8 .9 .• 
NTC (Gujarat) 23. Is 6·7 .9 
NTC(MP) 23. 9 .• 68. S 
-----
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14. The Committee desired to know why the employment of labour 
in NTC was far in excess of the SITRA guidelines. In reply, the NTC 
intimated: . i 

" .. 
"The employment of labour in NTC mills is higher on account 

of old and out-dated machinery which are conventional in 
nature employing longer procesSfG." 

15. The Committee pointed out that staffing pattern was not uniform 
in various subsidiaries and asked if it would not be desirable to haw 
an independent study of the pattern of employment of workmen, staff 
and officers, the Secretary, Department of Textile replied:-

"Yes, we accept that But at the same time we have to bear in 
mind that in this sector the procedure has been always bi-
partite negotiations and this has been the customs ever the 
years. It will be difficult to lay down norms now because 
those norms have to be discussed in bi-partite negotiations 
so that the workers can accept them. We cannot impose 
the new norms on the workers, while we appreciate the 
need for working out certain norms which can be done ob-
jectively. Your basic contention, I have accepted. Certain 
norms have to be allotted. But, when it comes to imple-
mentation it has to be through bi-partite negotiations with 
the employees." 

16. Value of production/Value added per man month in each Subsi-
diary during 1980-81 was as under:-
-------------

N.T.C. N.Te N.TC NTC NT 
(He) (APKKM) (DPR) (G) (MP) 

"'''alue of Production per man 
month (Rs.) 7998 2726 1908 3260 2035 

Value added per man month (R. •. ) 2290 1138 679 1382 935 
_._-- -------- -_._--

NTC N.Te NTC NTC NTC 
(MN) (SM) (TNP) (UP) (WBABO) 

--------------
Value of Production per man montl1 

(Rs.) 25S9 2677 4330 1091 122S 
Value of added per man month (Rs. \ 2290 1292 1897 695 ~35 
-----_. --------- -

C. Conditions of Service 

17. In the year 1970, the National Textile Corporation Ltd., framed 
National Textile Corporation Recruitment Rules 1970 for posts whic1J 
were in existence at that time. Subsequently, it was felt that the National 
Textile Corporation Recruitment Rules 1970 needed revision. Accord-
ingly new roles were drafted. The Draft Recruitment and Promotion 
Rules were placed before the Board of Directors of NrC Ltd. in their 
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meetiDg held on-20 Novctnber, 1979. The Board of Directors deferred 
ita considenition. The said Rules were discussed with the representa-
tives Of the recognised trade unions. These rules were circulated to 
the Board for consideration in its meeting held on 24 November, 1980. 
The Board is, however, yet to take a decision. 

18. The Study Group on NTC set up by the Ministry of Indtlstry 
on 3 July, 1978 has, in its report (May, 1979) pointed out that thero 
existed wide and unjustified disparties in wages between mill to mill 
even under the same Subsidiary and that the existance of such dispari-
tiel provided legitimate cause for discontent and unrest. In this con-
nection, the NTC submitted to the Committee a note as follows:-

''Wages in textile industry are regulated on Region-cum-Industry 
basis. The bulk of textile industry is in private hands and 
NTe Mills constitute only about 20 per cent of the orga-
nised textile sector. The Cooperative Sector as also the 
State Governments mills, account for a significant portion 
Of the industry too. There are, therefore, disparities in 
wages between mill to mill even under the same subsidiary 
corporation. 

As some Subsidiary Corporations have milis under them which 
are located in different regions, disparities are inevitable in 
view of the region-cum-industry approach. For instance, 
the mill6 located in Maharashtra are speared over in Bom-
bay city and up-country areas. There is a difference in 
wages panel in mills in Bombay City on one hand and up-
country mills on the other. As such, the suggestion that 
the wages should be standardised on State-wP3e basis, may 
not be workable proposition." 

19. From the Subsidiary-wise details of salaries and wages paid to 
statr, officers and workers, it appeared that the relative proportion of 
staff, ofIicers and, workers varied widely from subsidiary to subsidiary. 
The Committee therefore, asked if NTC had prescribed any norms cent-
rally for employment of staff and omeen;. The NTC in a note submit-
ted !be following facts:-

(i) State-wise wages are being administered by wage-boards or 
under Minimum Wages Act in textile industry. Therefore, 
discrepancy in basic wage rates of workers for different cate-
gories from State to State is normal. 

(ii) The other allowances like D.A., variable D.A., etc. are also 
not on uniform basis due to basic differences in cost of liv-
ing index, demand and supply of labour. industrial growth of 
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the locality etc. Under these conditions the total difteren-
tial in wages from subsidiary to subsidiary exists. For salary 
also, more or less, the same factor are attributed for having 
discrepancy in State to Sta~ and subsidiary to subsidiary, ' 

(ill) The primary factors respOIlGible for variations of proportion 
of staff, officers and workers are:-

(a) Size of the units in subsidiaries. 

(b) Process involved i.e. spinning unit and composite unit. 

(c) Layout and location of the unit. 

(d) Average count produced, product mix etc. 

(e) Workload norms prevailing in the mills. 

As the working conditions of every mill differ from one another, 
the requirements of each rniIl and each subsidiary are ad-
judged on the basis of the regional patterns, Rationalisa-
tion programmes are also prepared on the same basis. No 
uniform norms have been prescribed. 

The Department of Textile intimated its views as follows:-

" ...... There are also Corporations like the National Textile 
Corporation, which by their very nature have to co-exist, 
check, by jowl, with large private sectors and ever in loca-
tion these units are scattered for and wide in the country .. 

ho."~ It wilI be inappropri;te tll'" a single yardstock for such 
widely different complexes. To give an example, the re-
gion-cum-industry approach to all labour problems, includ-
ing wage, \ bonus, etc. is considered appropri.!lte for NTC 
since they are situated in all regions of the country and in 

... their product they have been finding it difficult to get this 
concept (Of coordinafed and harmonised approach) accepted 
by the Bureau of Public Enterprises .... " 

20. The Committee enquired if NTC had been experiencing any diffi-
culty in finding experienced persons to man their Mills, the NTC intimated 
that:-

''The NTC is managing 1/5th of the Indian Textile Industry and 
the remaining 4/5 are in the private sector. In the Private 
sector, the remuneration and perquisites available to manage-
rial personnel, particularly, in technical discipline (weaving, 
proce6sing, spinning), Finance Costing and Marketing 
are very' attractive vis-a-vis those in the NTC Group. 
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NTC CXJ>C<.rienced many difficulties in getting qualified manage-
rjal personnel on the existing salary structure and fringe bene-
fits." 

Further, due to attractive remuneration and better perquisites available in 
dle private ector, the turn-over of managerial personnel from the NTC 
Group was significant. In the absence of suitable managerial personnel, 
efficiency in production was affected. The NTC bas suggested that the 
trend can be minimised by taking the following steps:-

(i) Improvement of existing salary structure and fringe benefits of 
managerial personnel. 

(ii) Introduction of scheme of recruitment of management trainees 
in diSCiplines in which there is shortage or higher turnOver. 

(iii) Career planning and imprOved promotional avenues of manage-
rial personnel, promotions of managerial personnel need not be 
linked with availability of sanctioned vacant posts but instead 
managerial personnel may be given promotion on the basis of 

their satisfactory service for a prescribed period of time on a 
post and the post may be automatically deemed to have been 
upgraded along with his promotion. 

(iv) Higher degree of participative culture and still better physical 
conditions of work. o::f d#1c. t' 'Y .! 

21. The NTC intimated (January 1980) that efforts to introduce an 
All India Management Cadre 'fP"'rs fOr NTC group as .a whole in order 
to ensure a steady growth in career, and inculcate the feeling of belonging 
and to provide job security were made. When this matter came up for dis-
cussion at the meeting of the Chairman and Managing Directors of all 
subsidiary corporations held in July, 1979, the general consensus was 
against the creation of such a cadre. However, it was generally agreed that 
the recruitment of management trainees in various disciplines which were 
considered as the first life of execntive be centralised at the level of NTC 
holding company. But the selection and posting of management trainee 
may be made by the holding company in consultation with the subsidiary 
corporations. 

22. The Committee pointed out that mills became sick because of poor 
management and enquired if after nationalisation of mills any programme 
of training the Managers to run the siek textile mills was evolved. In 
reply. the Managing Director stated:-

"In the beginning there was no persistent programme of training. 
Now we have set up a Staff College. Our idea is to give them 
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training of all aspects of textiles-production programming. 
production planning, cost effectiveness etc." 

The Chairman of NTC added:-

''Having Staff Training College at Coimbatore is not enough both for 
technical and supervisory staff. To be meaningful, thero 
should be two colleges •. Wo are trying to have ono in BaDsa-

lore. Actually, one should be at the craftsman level and other 
at the supervisory level." 



V. WORKING RESULTS 

A. Looses 

The paid up capital of the NTC is Rs. 1Q1l.i6 crores. As on 
31-3.19'81, the cumulative loss of the NTC . Companies as a whole ... 
amounted to Rs. 243.96 crores. Though these-enterprises have been 
collectively running into losses continuously, certain individual 
subsidiaries have been making profits from their activities. During 
1980-81, 5 out of 9 subsidiaries had reported a net profit of Rs. 10.36 
crores. The NTC (Gujarat has) been continuously making profits 
since 1977-78. Similarly, NTC (Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry) Ltd. 
has been earning profits for the last 3 years (1978-79, 1979-80 and 
1980-81). During 1980-81, NTC (Maharashtra North) Ltd. and NTC 
(South Maharashtra) Ltd. also .tu,rned the corner. The following 
table-.indicates the profit made or loss incurred by each subsidiary 
since 1977-78:-

(Rs. in !",or~.) 

-----
S.~o. Nam" 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 Tolal 

1, t-.'TC Ltd. 0'69 1'90 2'19 2'03 6'81 

2. NTC (APKM) Ltd. -4'46 '37 4·14 -4),36 ~'31 

3. NTC (OPR) Ltd. -4'30 -2·46 -1'90 -1'59 -10·25 

4. NTC (G) LId. 1'24 -4'66 6·12 1·16 13 -18 

S. NTC (MP )Ltd. -7'90 -9'20 -7'97 -5'50 -'30'57 

6. NTC (MN) Ltd. -5·69 ~3·3O -5'19 2'34 -11'84 

i. NTC (SM) Ltd. -7'02 -1·39 -1·93 2'42 t-7-92 
8. NTC (TNP) Ltd .. ~'89 -4'30 6·29 2'41 12'11 

9. NTC (UP) Ltd. -3,12 -4)'75 -4'66 -5·83 -14'36 

10. NTC (WBABO) Ltd. -9·72 -10'58 -10,99 -10'92 -42'21 .. 
Total : -41.17 -16'45 -13·90 -13'84 -85'36 

46 
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2. The following sufl&idiaries of NTC have been incUll'ing 101lleS 

over the years and have in this process wiped out tlielr share Capi-
:tJL The cumulative losses of these subsidiari_ as o~ 31 Mad, 
1981 vis-a-vis their paid up capital were as under:-

(Rs. ill lalths) 

--_.- .-----

S.No. Name of Subsidiar)' Accumula- Paid up 
ted capital 
Losses 

----.-
J. NTC (MP) Ltd 18.32 21'l9 

2. NTC (WBARO) Ltd. 6H~ 26·38 
.J' 

3. NTC (OPR) Ltd. 20'32 12'11 

-4,. NTC (MN) LId. 40'44 ,2')'97 , 
j. NT<: (MS) l.td. 33'58 26'-4,8 

6. !'.'C (UP) Ltd. 21'30 '13·67 

3. The Committee wanted to lmow how many NTC Mills had in-
'Curred losses during 1989-81 and whether any systematic study had 
been made by the NTC to identify the Mills which had been illcur-
ring losses year after year, pin point the reasons responsible for 
these losses and evolve remedial measures. 'In reply, 'the NTC inti-
mated that during 1980-81, :>1 mills under 8 subsidiaries had report-
ed provisional loss. A study made by the NTC had not only identified 
39 major losing mills but also pin-pointed the reasons for the losses 
in each mill. Remedial measures were taken in consultation with 
the subsidiary concerned. These included (i) moiiernisation and 
renovation of machinery, (ii) expansion wherever neede~ make 
the unit economical, (iii) ratiowisation of workload and labour 
force wherever necessary; (iv) installation of Dresel Generating 
Sets to overcome power shortage and (v) improving the product 
mix and developing market strategies. 

4. Asked whether progress made ¢ this direction was regularly 
reviewed and monitored, the NTC' reported that subsidiaries con-
cerned had been undertaking regular monitoring of these 39 mills. 
Periodical reviews were carried out both at the subSidiary and 
holding company level. As a result 32 out df 39 mills had reduced 

.their los.$es in 1980-81 though more could earn a profit. 
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B. Working Capital 

5. Annual Report of the NTC for the year 1980-81 pointed out,. 
inter alia,' that "funds for recouping the working capital depleted 
through losses were made available only as interest bearing loans. 
This mode of financing has inevitably led to heavy interest burden 
and over-capitalisation of the nationalised mills." It has also been 
stated in the Annual Report that "interest burden of nationalised 
mills is around 7 percent of the turnover whereas in the case of 
private sector cotton textile industry interest burden does not 
e:lreeed 4.25 per cent of the turnover." 

6. The Committee wanted to know if Government agreed that 
in a situation of scarcity of working capital and unremiting heavy 
losses being faced by the NTe the mere recoupment of losses by 
way of loans with attendant interest liability would aggravate. 
rather than ease the situation. In reply, a representative of the 
Department of Textile stated in evidence. 

"On the date of nationalisation, the assets were made avail-
able to NTC, free from all encumbrances. On that date 
at least, it cannot be argued that there was in any way 
shortage of working capital, because there was no bank 
borrowing. The assets, including cloth, stocks frozen etc. 
were 100 per cent owned by them. 

At the time of nationalisation the assets were free of all 
encumbrances. Now, the working capital difficulty can 
arise if a unit make cash losses. As you are well aware, 
NTC has been making cash 10llleS. The Government is 
committed to the policy of reimbursing the losses. But 
the cash losses can only be reimbursed after the cash 
losses have occurred. In the meanwhile, structurally 

~ere can be a lowering of working capital But in the 
aggregate the cash losses which have been reimbursed 
were Rs. 222 crores. In that sense it cannot be said that 
there is a shortage of working capital.'· 

7. The Secretary, Department of Textile, expre9lled the following 
view:-

"Once we accept this we cut at the roots of the entire 
J;lAtionalisation programme. Why did we nationalise the 
banks? It was only to enable the banks to provide capi-
tal for productive purposes to all these 1in1ts. Govern-
ment can possibly make capital loan. Even then, we are 
DOt the ftaencJng institutions. Government should not 
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give working capital. At the most, Government has ac-
cepted the liability for making up cash losses. 

I cannot understand why Government should provide them 
working capital? The Government will provide equity 
base. The working capital is not provided by Govern-
ment. For that the unit should promote and strengthen 
the equity base. Then if necessary, Government would 
examine to what extent Government loan can be covered 
into equity .... But 'for working capital they have to 
depend on their stock, their marketing position and on 
the commercial banks." 

'C. Capital Structure 

8. The investment of Central Government in NTC-holding 
company as at the end. of March 1981 is as follows:-

(RI. in crores)' 

(i) Paid up capital in the .hape of equity (including RI. 11 crores received 
in advance pending allotment of share)- 190'95 

(ii) Loans 265'75 
;, 

456'70 

There is no investment of State/Financial Institutions and foreign 
parties. 

9. The State Governments which had been earlier managing or 
were associated with the 'Working Qf Sick 'Textile 'Undertakings 
were offered participation upto 49 per cent in the equity capital of 
Subsidiary Corporations consequent upon the nationalisation nnd' 
formation of subsidiaries. In each subsidiary NTC is to hold not 
less than 51 per cent of the equity capital and the State Govern-
ment/Governments concerned have the option to contribute upto 
49 per cent. If there is any shortfall in contribution from State 
Governments the same is made good by the N.T.C. According to 
data furnished by the NTC (Holding Company) State Government's 
share in the equity capital of NTC (Delhi, Punjab, Rajasthan), 
NTC (UP), NTC (Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka Mahe) and 
NTC (W.B. Bihar, Orissa and Assam is 10.5 per cent, 14.5 per cent, 7.4 
per cent and 10.5 per cent only. The investment of NTC (Holding: 
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Company), Central Government and State Government in ~t 
Jrubsidiary Corporations of NTC as on" 31-3-1981 is given below:-

(lb. in lakhs) 

Namf' of thO' IUbsi- Loan Equity 
dairy --NTC Central State Total NTC State Total 

Govt. Govt. 

1I.'TC (DPR) 2047·66 lO47·66 969.08 115.23 108+.31 

NTC (UP) • 2102.12 33.00 2135.1 ... 993.10 169.28 

~ NTC(MP) . 4846.09 4846.09 1918.2~ 1918.12 -NTC (Guj) 1899.+0 1899,40 13+3.53 1' +3.53 

NTC (MN) 5088.88 175.00 5263.88 2997·06 2997·06 

NTC(SM) • 3746.04 3746.04 2591.02 2591.02 

NTC (APKKM) • 2614·85 7. 56 2622'41 1+57·05 117. 50 1574. 55 

NXC(T&P) 1582·64 1582·64 1335.83 13lS.83 

NTC(WBABO) 5696:29 .. 177. 15 5873'+4 2357' 7S 280.68 2638.+3 

------
29623.97 175.«1- 21 7'71 ... - 30016.68 15962·64 682.69 16645·33 

10. The debt-equity ratio of NTC (Holding Co.) as on 31-3-1981 
was 1.40:1. The debt equity varied from subsidiary to subsidiary. 
The debt equity ratio of subsidiary corpot.ations on an overall basis 
worked out to 1.80: 1. The Committee desired to know why/there 
was no uniform debt-equity ratio in the nine subsidiaries. The NTC 
stated as follows:-

"The debt equity ratio" of subsidiary Companies is uneven on 
account of different loan complements in case of each 
Subsidiary Company. The loans have been in proportion 
to the extent of losses incurred by each company because 
the replenishment of the cash loss incurred by each subsi-
diary company has been so far considered by way of 
additional interest bearing loans only." 

Asked if the NTC had reviewed the debt equity ratio of subsi-
diaries with a view to restructuring the capital base, the NTC stated 
that it had submitted a detailed proposal to the Government for 
restructuring the capital base. 
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D. Inter Firm Comparison 
11. According to the Public Enterprises Sl,UVey 1979-80, there 

'were wide variations in some of the important financial and 
management ratios of various subsidiaries of the NTC, e.g.: 

(i) J.,abour content as percentage of cost of production 
ranged from 22 in NTC (DPR) to 41.1, in NTC (WBABO) 
as against the average of 29. ' 

(ii) Raw material content ranged from 38.8 in NTC (SM) 
to 55.6 in NTC (APKKM) as against the average of 42.8. 

(iii) Finished goods inventory ranged from 30.7 days sale in 
NTC (DPR) to 95.7 days sale in NTC (WBABO) are 
against the ayerage of 47.6. 

(iv) Vjl!ue added per employee ranged from Rs. 6530 in NTC 
(WBABO) to 19004 in NTC (TN&P) as against the aver-
age of 8082. 

jv) Avel,'age emoluments per employee ranged from Rs. 5640 
in NTC (DPR) to Rs. 97.51 in NTC (MN) as against the 
average of 8219. 

12. The Committee desired to know how such huge dispadties 
in the performance ini:1ices of the various subsidiaries were ac-
counted for. The NTC has explained, inter alia, in a note that:-

"The cost of labour depend on the wage structure, work load 
norms and the extent of rationalisation in each subsidiary 
(ii) the cost of raw material to production value is 
different in spinning and weaving mills (iii) the inven-
tory of finished stocks depends on the marketing and 
trade conditions prevailing in the different areas. The 
major constraint faced during 1979-80 was due to accumu-
lation of controlled cloth awaiting despatch instructions 
from the NCOF, (iv) value added per employee again 
depends on the range of product mix produced by each 
suQ~ary, (v) average emoluments per employee vary 
because the wage structure of the textile induo;;try differs 
from region to region." 

13. The Committee wanted to know whether there was a regu-
lar system of inter-firm comparison of the perfo.man.s:e of all the 
SUbsidiary companies either at the Ministry level or· at the holding 
company level, in reply, NTC, intimated that: 

"The inter-firm comparison of the perfo!'IIlllnce of subSidiary 
companies is regularly' made and reviewed from time to 
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time at the Holding Company level and reviewed by the 
Board. The work is being coordinated by Subsidiary 
Coordination Cell created at the Holding Company's 
level. The Ministry reviews the functioning of the Corpo-
ration from time to time." 

14. Asked if such reviews were being conducted regularly, why 
it has not been possible for the Government/Holding Company to 
remove such disparities, a representative of Department explained 
in evidence:-

"So far as labour cost is concerned, rationalisation becomes 
a bilateral matter and it is not possible always to take 
immediate corrective action. It is only possible to take 
note of the situation. It is true in some subsidiaries 
that labour cost as a percentage of receipts is very high; 
that is because these mills have not been nationalised. 
We can only take note of it. The present position is 
between the various subsidiaries there is wide difference 
on matters of labour nationalisation. This is because in 
the teXtile industry the approach has been bi,9torically OD 
an industry-cum-region basis, Dot national basis. SITRA 
norms may not govern Ahmedabad. Ahmedabad norms 
may not govern M.P. NTC management division have 
to go into this and they have to reduce these diver-
gencies gradually. It caru:!-I?t be done overnight." 

15. In a note furnished later, the Department of Textile inti-
mated as under:-

''In the NTC (Holding Company), monthly review reports OIl 
technical and financial areas are prepared and presented 
to the Board of Directors. In the technical reviews pre-
pared, inter-subsidiary comparisons are shown in respect 
of aome of the important parameters of functioning 
viewed from the techniCal angle viz. production, produc-
tivity, efficiency, utilisation, raw materials consumed, 
mixing, costs etc. These technical and financial reviews 
give inter-subsldiary comparison on the various para-
meters and are dlscussed by the Board of Members in 
their Wl'lous meetings. The Board of Directors includes 
Government representatives also. 

NTC is not in a position to make s1mUar comparison with th& 
private sector units as NTC does not have simllar data 
of the private &ector mms." 
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16. The Committee wanted to know whether there shoul~ no~ 

be a critical study of materials management, inventory control and 
labour management in National Textile Corporation. In reply, the 
Secretary, Department of Textiles stated:-

"We had a study made by Bureau of Public Enterprises. 
Ultimately the BPE recommended that there is scope for 
improvement in the sphere of materials management, in-
ventory control and utilisation of manpower. NTC 
Management Division have to go into this and they have 
to reduce these divergencies gradually. It cannot be done 
overnight." 

17. From the management ratios Report from the NTC (UP) it 
was observed by the Committee that the data regarding man hours 
utilised to those available in that subsidiary was not available. 
Asked as to how could there be production control without are as-
certaining and examining the reasons fo': under utilisation of labour, 
the NTC stated, in a note:-

"Information in respect elf the years 1974-75 to 1976-77 could 
not be compiled for want of authentic records with NTC 
(UP) Ltd. The textile industry' in general exercises 
control production through capacity utilisation and pro-
ductivity for which NTC gets regular reports from the 
subsidiaries." 

E. Study Group on N.T.C. 

18. In pursuance of decision taken in the meeting of the repre-
sentatives of the Central Trade Union Federation convened by the 
Ministry of Industry on 3 March, 1978, a Study Group to go into 
the problems of the undertakings of National Textile Corporation 
Ltd., was set up in July 1978. The Study Group comprised the 
nominees of the Central Trade Union Federations. The Study 
Group submitted its report in May 1979. 

19. The Committee desired to know what action was taken by 
the NTCIGovernment on the recommendations of the Study Group. 
The NTC intimated that:-

"Recommendations of the Study Group were examined by 
the NTC and the recommendations along with the com-
ments were placed before the Board of Directors -of NTC 
Holding Company at their meeting held on 31-10-1979. 
The comments of NTC as approved by the Board of Direc-
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tors were communicated to the Ministry. These recom-
mendations were further discussed in the Ministry and 
are under consideration of the Government." 

20. Asked about the latest position, the Secretary, Department 
of Textile stated:-

"Many of the recommendations of the Study Group relating, 
for example, to modernisation need no acceptance or re-
jection, because we are already on the job. There are 
certain other recommendations relating to dues of labaur. 
Some of these are being examined by the Labour Minis-
try and one or two issues are being examined by us. That 
leaves only one major issue, i.e. set-up of NTC itself. 
The present set up of NTC is a holding company, subsi-
diaries and production centres. The Study Group want-
ed- this to be replaced by independent corporations for 
either a State or a region, directly reporting to Govern-
ment. We have not taken a final view but the thinking 
in the Government today is, it would' not be possible to 
accept this recommendation which leads to the abolition 
of the holding company." 

/ 
F. Delay in jinalisation Of accounts 

21. The NTC intimated that after the textile mills were nationa-
lised with effect from April, 1974, the accounts for the year 1974-75 
were finalised by the holding company on 17-11-1976 and by 9 
subsidiaries between June 1976 and December, 1977. The delay in 
finalisation of accounts was attributed to the follOWing reasons:-

(i) Delay in appointment of statutory Auditors. The 
appointment of Auditors for the ye~ 1974-75 was made as 
late as October, 1975 in respect of holding company and 
from October, 1975 to July, 1976 in respect of 9 subsidiary 
corporations. 

(ii) Non-availability of records at the time of takeover. 
(iii) Non-availability of requisite qualified officers and staff in 

the Accounts Department. 

22. On the Committee pointing ~~ serious delays in finalisation 
of subsequent years accounts, the Managing Director stated:-

"This problem of bringing our Accounts up-to-date has been 
following us right from 1974 when we took over these 
mills. Our accounts were in arrear in all the subsi-
diarie5 and the holding companies continuously for a 
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long period. It was only in 1979-80 that we were able to 
catch up with our backlog and in one year we have to 
complete almost three years accounts at once." 

23. Asked how soon it will be possible for the NTe to clear the 
backlog, the witness assured:-

"Now, we are more or less making up past backlog. 1~81 
accounts would be completed by December. We expect 
that our 1981-82 accounts would be brought upto date." 

G. Performance Appraisal 

24. The Administrative Ministry held only five performance 
appraisal meetings during the four years from 1977 to 1981 although 
according to the existing requirement, sixteen meetings should 
have been held. The Committee enquired 'from the Secretary 
whether he agreed that if the performance appraisal meetings had 
been held as required and in a meaningful manner, the state of the 
nationalised textile industry could have been better than what it 
was today. The Secretary replied, "I agree". On being asked" 
whether in future at least looking to the conditions of the NTC and 
its subsidiaries, Ministry would hold meetings regularly ~nd pur-
posefully, the Secretary said, "Tlie assurance is readily and res-
ponsively given." 

25. The nationalisation of sick textile mills was resorted to for 
"organising and rehabilitating such sick textile undertakings so as 
to subserve the interests of the general public by augmentation of 
the production and distribution at fair prices of different varieties 
df cloth and yarn." Further Government regarded NTe as an 
instrument to control the textile industry as a Whole. The Com-
mittee asked as to what extent these objectives have been achieved 
so far. The Secretary, Department of Textile lhad the following 
to say:- -

"Sir, at least one basic objective of the Government namely, 
supply of cloth at reasonable prices to the poorest sections 
of tht! people is being discharged by the NTC. That it-
self is a tremendous achievement. As regards modernisa-
tion COming up with new techniques gradually they will 
be entering that field. We believe, if not immediately, 
during the Seventh Plan period the working of the NTe 
will have a positive effect on the working of· the textile 
mills in the private sector." 
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.cONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMM.l:I. -fEE 

1. Under the Sick Textile Undertakings (NationaIisation) Act, 
1974, 103 textile mills were nationalised and vested in the National 
Textile Corporatioln. The Act also empowered the NTC to form 
subsidiary corporations under the Companies Act, 1954i. There are 
at present 9 subsidiary companies. The NTC as a holding company 
md owner of thl' . subsidiaries . ought to be in a . position to have 
complete control over the subsidiaries and to mQnitor and appraise 
their operations competently with a view to guiding and directing 
them besides coordinating 'their efforts in the interest of economy 
and efficiency. For this purpose it should be clothed with adequiate 
powers and i'ts organisation strengthened qualitatively. The Chair-
man, NTC informed the committee that a programme was being 
worked out to make the NTC truly a holding company. The Com-
Dlittee would await the outcome. 

2. In order to exercise meaningful control over the subsidiaries 
the holding company ought to have power to make top appointments 
in them. Though this power vests with the holding company under 
the Articles of Association of its subsidiaries, in reality government 
make these allPointments applying the BPE guidelines in toto to the 
subsidiaries of a holding company. In the opinion of the Committee 
tht' powers of the government in relation to a subsidiary should be 
exercised by the holding company which should be accountable to 
government and Parliament through the Committee on Public Under-
takings for its commissions and omissions. The BPE should, there-
fore, reronsider their relevant guidelines in its appplication to the 
subsidiaries. In any case the holding company ought to be able to 
make the appointment of Chairman-cum-Managing Directors as well 
as the appointment of full-time Directors and transfer them within 
the subsidiaries. 

3. Incidently, the holding company could nominate its full-time 
Directors as part-time members of the Boards of the subsidiaries 
Further, as agreed to by the Textile Secreltary, the Chairman-
cum-Managing Directors of subsicliaries should be associated with 
the Board of th£- holding company in rotation while reconstituting 
tht' Board. Th_ would make for a two way relationship between 
the holding and the subsidiary companies for their mutual benefit. 

56 
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4. The Committee are unable to find any sound logic in the organi-
sation· of the subsidiaries. The jurisdiction of some of them is 

ullwieldy, e.g., NTC (West Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa) and 
NTC (Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Mahe). The workload 
does not appear to have been evenly distributed among the subsi-
diaries. As admitted by the Managing Director, TNC, a serious 
thinking has to be done in regard to reorganisation of the subsidia-
ries. The Committee hope that whatever the basis, regional or State-
wise, ally reorganisation of the subsidiaries should be such as to 
ensure efficient conduct of business. 

5. At present there are on the whole 111 textile mills under the 
NTC. of these mills, 8 are not owned, but managed by the NTC. 
Government are yet to decide as per a directive of the Supreme 
Court whether 6 milla)telonging to Swadeshi Mills group should 
continue with government. The future of the remaining two mills, 
viz., Laxmirattan Cotton Mills and Atherton Mills, Kanpur taken 

over in 1976 is also yet to be decided. The Committee desire that 
the nationalisation or otherwise should be decided upon in regard to 
these two mills early as any further uncertainty would delay the 
process of rehabilitation. 

6. Under the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1959, 
the Union Government alone are comb:!e:~ 'to take over the manage-
ment of an industrial undertaking. .t~!! __ C)bjectives of settiug\ 
up of the NTC was to render advice to Govqnment on such take over.) 
However, after 1974 a -number of sick textile mills have been taken 
over and entrusted to the management of State Textile Corporations 
without formally consulting the NTCI It is now open to the State 
Governments to nationalise them. ~e Committee feel that there 
should be a unified institutional arrangement for the nationalised 
textile industry and for managing the mills taken over~' In this, 
State participation could be ensured. The possibility of this arrange-
ment deserves serious consideration. IncidentallY, the Committee 
find that although option was given to the States to have equity 
participation up to 4!t- ]ler cent in the subsidiaries of the NTC, the 
participation has been poor inasmuch as it did not exceed 14.5 per 
cent and sen'ral States did not participate at all. 

7 j As (>n 31 March 19'81, the total installed capacity of NTC -mills 

~
as 3,~4 million spindles representing 16 ''per cent of the spi!nning 

capacity and 48,180 looms representing;:23 per cent of the weaving 
apacity of the cotton textile industry in the country,,· The NTC 

could commission 96 per cen't of the spindles and 95 per cent of the 
looms capacity !.o far. Only 56 mills have commissioned their instal. 



led capacity fully. 'J'lIe commissioned capacity has not also been 
-qiilised optimally. The utilisation HQfcapaci~as also been on the 
~IJOle I~ing hehind that of t~ resLo1the-texine-fudustry in the 

vcountr~~Theposition-Tn-ihI;-regard is particularly bad in NTC 
(Delhi/t'unjab and Rajasthan). NTC (Uttar Pradesh) and NTC 
(We'lt Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Oris.sa). The production 01} the 
whole has been less than the modest target set during 1~-81l The 
overall production of market yarn and cloth was of the order of 69 m. 
kgs. and 941 In. metres, respectively during 19~,9-81~The production 
is expected to go up to !!!!-m. J~gs. of market yam and 1~. metres 
of cloth by 1984-85 wit~ the implementation of the modernisation and 
expansion programme.) The Committee feel that with better man-
agement and con'trol and selective modernisation as indicated else-
w¥.re, it should be possible to achieve higher level of production 
earlier than now anticipated. I They hope thatNTC will gear itself 
to realise tbis. 1 

8. The Committee agree with the NTC and the administrative 
Ministry that mbject to fulfilment of social obligation of the nation-
1Ilised textile industry to make available adequate quantity of con-
trolled and eheap colth for the common man, the emphasis in regard 
to production of decontrolled doth should . be to rationali~e the 

Lproduct mix reducing varieties and sorts pnd concentrate on pro~ucl 
r tion of those fabrics and yam which woul,!Ut!ve .better IIrofiJahilitxi 
This rationalisation in so far as cloth is concerned has been not made 

v'satisfactorily. ,j This should)le done elQ"ly. The Committee would 
commend the idea of stepping up manufacture of blended fabrics 

i Im·idl·ntally. t1udQ6Ses of the NTC appear to be solelLon account of ,,/ Jthe production and sale of decontrolled c1othJ~less the NTC com-
'pnnies Cllt down on cost and improve their sales management, finan-
Hal viability will be a distant dream.) 

." 

9. Prior fo .July 1981, the NTC had an obli~ation to produce 400 
i million ~O. metr .. ~ of cOl!trolJ~d cloth consistin:;: 0' five broad vaH;'-
(~ lVlth effect from July 1981 'this has been reduced to 325 million 
~q. metres confined to saris, dhotis and long cloth) Shirting -;'Dd drill, 
tltl' cost of manufacture of whil:'h was very high, have been totally 
eliminated} IThe Committee have been infonned that there could be 

I llf'ithf'r )o~s nor profit on the produrtion of ('ontrolled doth by the 
:1 NTC. fHowl'y.'r. the NTC hns ur~ed that they be given a fair retunt 

in addition to rel'overin~ the cost. The Committee desire that the 
pnssihility of this should he f'xal1lined h!lvine: regard to the n("ed of 
the NTC to g('ncrate some "'terna) resources. 

( 10. Considerable reduction in transportation cost of controlled 
,Idoth could he n~hleved if the NTC mills organise their prMlIction in 
I 
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such a way that each mill meet as far as possible the demand of 
adjacent areas. Unfortunately the National Consumers Co-operative 
Federation inform the NTC companies of the States to which the 
doth is to be despatched onlY at the time of giving despatch instruc-
tions. The area-wise requirement should in future be indicated to 
the NTC by the National Consumers Co-operative Federation every 
quarter in bdvanee. 

11. A scheme for production of cheaper varieties of cloth for 
sugmenting supply of clot4 at reasonable prices was made operative 
~~~~ber 1979. Under this scheme, the cloth is made avail-
able to the consuIllers within an all inclusive price. uniformaUy appli-
cable throughout the country:; The NTC produced 361 million metres 
of cloth nnder this scheme G:; 1980-81. Considerable losses h;(ve been 
incm'red by three out of 5 subs;-iiiaries, who are the major producers. 
The loss was as high as Rs. 1.16 per metre in NTC (Madhya Pradesh) 
The Committee desire that the production of cloth under the scheme 
slu{~ld be organised in such a way that there is no loss, at least 
t~~l~ N'l'Cl"s !I whole. 

12. Marketing and sales do[,~ot seem to have been organised well 
in the NTC -co~lll~irorto 19781he mills themselves organised 
~ales. There--wi'l very little control by the holding company 
over sales policies of the subsidiaries, though there was a marketing 
division under it. According to the guidelines of the holding com-
pany, centralised s .. les committees should be set up at the subsidiary 
leve,l. These have however not been set up in some cOryt-panies as yet. 
:rhe sales are mostly through wholesalt:!!1 ~tI!l~eJ!gaged by l-
~-~~fcHary1 Admdte1lly;-'t1lere andacunae in the system with 
tlie result the price realisation cannot be said to be invariably 
reasonable! Apart from the fact that the quality of cloth is not as 
good as that of private mills, there is also less realisation on account 
of coOrt:;1n amount of weakness in the sales organ:sation and distress 
s:lles at low price on account of liquidity problems as in the case of 
NTC (Uttar Pradesh), NTC (Madhya Pradesh) and NTC (West 
Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa). The Committee feel that it is the 
responsibility of the holding company to remedy the situation. Its 
marketing division should be headed and manned by competent and 
well-qualified persons., 

1::. The Marketing Division of the holding company is more or 
less confining itself to running the retail outlets which do not account 
for much of sal,e5 and which are running into serious losses. This 

- is a sad cornm,'ntary on the Marketing Division. The Comtnittee 
recommend that the holding company should rationalise the system 
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of &electing and appoin'ting wholesalers/agents by the subsidiaries 
. and review thc system periodically as at present there appears to be 
IIcope ior malpractices. Though it may not be possible io organise 
direct central marketihg as such, all indents/contracts for govern-
ment and other pUblic sector supplies should be handled centr.oy by 
the holding company. ,There should also~~.!:~ntralised Market intel-
ligencc~~t_E~ The Ffolding Company should' ~~;ur~-th;t needless 
competition betweon the' NTC companies is avoided and the transport 
COll\ is minimised. 
/' 14. The t:ommittee received an irresistible impression that the 
~~A. control in the NTC mills was anything but satisfactor~ Although 
the guidelines issued by the holding company provide inter alia that 
'he mitis should complete their sales proposals indicating sales rates 
for different varieties and work out profit/loss involved on per loom 
shift basis in order to help take up only the loom sorts which yield 
maximum profit, some of the subsidiaries have not been following 
the system. pr.he Committee feel that introduction of a system of 
standard cost for each variety on a per loom shift basis for the pur-
pose of comparison-wlth the actud cost and the market realisation 
is ne('essary to have a'n effective control/ The Holding Company 
should also evolve a system of moni'toring and reviewing the costs 
and prices periodically. The Committee are surprised that this 
important aspect has been neglected both by the subsidiaries and the 
Holding Company so far. 

15. The percentage of standard cloth manufactured to the total 
production of r\'fC is repor~elf::!9bea!oJ.!mL7]: The Committee have 
been informed that though many of the defects are acceptable in 
cheaper varieties of cloth, it is not the case with superior varieties. 
As llgainst a valut: loss of 3.2 per cent, which is the norm of textile 

1 industry for all varieties of cloth, the value loss of the NTC ~er 
I cent. That the value loss should be higher for the NTC d~spite the 

fact that more than 75 per cent of the cloth manufactured is of cheaper 
variety causes conc~rn. The Committee desire that this aspect should 
be gone into by the Holding Company for making improvement. 
Incidentally, the Committee noticed that fents and rags constituted 
8 per cent of the total sale of the NTC and that the sale is organised 
through tenders .. There is admittedly a possibility of the tenderers 
forming a ring and cornering these at a low price. The Committee 
desire that as indicated by th.e Chairman, NTC, there should be 
suitable surprise checks to ensure that the price obtained is reason-
able nnd standard cloth is not sold as fents and rags. 

16. The NTC companies as a whole have been selling to govem-
moot and public sector undertakings about ~~er cent of the cloth 
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produced. This accounted for about 15 to 20 per cent of the total 
GovernDlent requirement and is valued at about Rs. 20 crores per 
annum'. \At times the NTC cODlpanies are forced to quot~ainst the 
·DGS&D_ tenders at a price lower than the cost in order to ulilise 
their capacities. In view of the social obligation ,of producing cheap 
cloth undertaken and in view of overall huge losses incurred by the 
NTC, which are eventually recouped by goverwnent, the Committee 
suggest that the question of purch3sing from the NTC all cloth to 
mf'et the entire requireDlent of government on a cost plus basis, 
subject to verification of the cost by the Bureau of Costs and Prices 
or the Ministry of Finance, should be considered seriously, 1£ it has 
not been already done~ ~/ 

17. At present the/holding cJf.Ipany is running 3sfshowrooms in 
various parts of the country. CI~e. sales are of ffle--order of Rs. 20 
cJ:ores per allnum (ove~al~s··rOOutRs'-.-500 crores) and the losses 
are of the ~rdel' of R( ~y. The se;vi;es in these showrooms 
are reported to be not good and the situation of shops is not at the 
right places. There is also excess employment and recruitment has 
not been properly done. The Committee agree that if it cannot be 
made a success it is better to close down these retail outlet to the 
extent 'uecessary. I 

18/ The nationalised sick textile mills were plagued by old and 

E· solete equipment and surplus labour. Rehabilitation of the mills, 
herefor,e, warranted imaginativ.~ and vigorous efforts to modernise 
he'j alld to weed olIt surplus labour or absorb them productively. 

~
e efforts of the National Textile Corporation in this regard were, 

o say the least, not such as to inspire confidence that the nationalised 
_textile jodYsky could be rehabilitated fully in the near future. 

19. The corporate plan of the Naiional Textile Corporation envis-
aged ,initially an outlay of Rs. ~.!.ore~odernisation and expan-
sion and this outlay was subsequently raised to Rs. 320 crores cover-
ing the period from the date of nationalisation to the end of the Sixth 
Plan (19814-85,. As at the end of March 1981 schemes entailing an 
out lay of Rs. 242 crores have been sanctioned and DlachiDery worth 
Rs. 145 crores is stated to have been received and installed. While 
one of the subsidiaries, viz., NTC (Gujarat) has exceeded the target, 
the others were lagging behind ... The achievement has been about 
50 per cent or le!'s in the case of NTC (Delhi, Punjab & Rajasthan). 
NTC (West Bengal, Assam, Bihar & Orissa), NTC (Tamil Nadu and 
Pondic~rry), NTC (South Maharashtra) and NTC (Madhya Pra-
desh). j(:onceding to some extent that the implementation of the 
modernisation scheme has been tardy, the Textile SecretBl'Y 
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pleaded thaMn view/ ef the opcrationa! problems that cropped np 
after. nati.lJ1lalisation'~~l!I)Jled-Bl9d.cmis;ltiQllCOuld be taken up _only 
in 197Mti. rHowever, he agreed that the programme could have been 
taken up 'wbit earlier', At this stage 1he Committee can onJy express 
their regret that the most important step in rehabilitating the sick 
units has been taken bela~edly, if not casually. 

,20. The programme of m.odern:sation has not only b{e.ln taken up 
Itelatedlv but it has not also hool1-~meiyed ~/lNQD#- ef-the 
/ ~ co:Wd be !<air tobai~ been -medcrnio;ed -33 yet,) For instance. as 
against the estimated requirement of Rs. 3000 per spindle, the amount 
spent so far is Rs. 300 on an average and the available resources have 
been spread over the mills thinly.) To justify this on the basis that 
this makes for balanced regional development is a fallacious argu-
ment. The Committee feel strongly that the situation called for a 
selective modernisation and that mills selected from all regions could 
have been taken up for mode~nisation fully on a priority basiJ. This 
could still have made for balanced development. Agreeing with the 
strategy sug~sted by the Committee, the Textile Secretary pro-
mised to try to phase out the modernisation programme in future, 
accordingly. The Committee would await the action tak~ in this 
regard. 

21. The Committee would suggest that while taking up modern i-
(. sation on a selective basis priority should be assigned to inst_al the 
.balancing equipment badly needed by the mills. 'Efforts should be 
concentratecfon. mms that are making continuously heavy lo~ses, 
mills that could not commission their inshlled capacity and mills 

, whose available spindles capacity is not of economic size. However, 
the Committee do not rule out the need for modernising selected 
.profit making mills to take up production of blended fabrics or other-
wise improve the quality of products to make 9'em competitive and 
to make NTC break even on the whole, early. ,~cidentally the Com-

/mittee would urge that renovation of factory buildings, which are 
~ery old and dilapidated and hence a potential threat to the /afety 
of the.~,·orkers, should be atten_d:ed4G with a sense of urgency, 

-------...... __ r-
22. One of the constraint,<; for rapid mo~ernisation is the non-

availability of textile machinery and in time.\ Here again a belated 
attempt has bet'n made to establish manufacturing capacity in the 
publie sector. The Committee desire that this should be given the 
priority. Further, such of the maehinery items as are urgently 
required .especially for balancing purposes should be allowed to be 
imported with out delay. The Committee hope that decision on the 
proposals in this regard snbmitted to government by the NTC would 
be taken soon. The Holding Company should also ensure at least in 
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future that orders for procurement of indigenous machinery are 
plaeed in time on a planned basis. 

23. The modernisation and expansion programme entailing an 
outlay of Rs. 320._crores has not been viewed in its totality but split 
up mill-wise I-for sanction within the powers of the sub~idiary /hold-
iug company in stages. This seems to be incorrect from the point 
of view of both a~countability and expediency. The Committee feel 
that programme of each subsidiary should be prepar,~'rl and dovetailed 
into the overall :plan for the nationalised textile industry. E~ch 
subsidiary's programme should then be viewed as one scheme for 
the purpose of scrutiny at the government I,~vel. While the overall 
progress and achievement should be reviewed by the government 
with the holding company, those of the subsidiaries should be moni-
tored and reviewed by the holding company. Clearly identifiable 
targets should be laid down for implementation as well as benefits 
to be derived and the achievement related to these. The Committee 
desire that action should be t~ken accordingly. The Committee are 
constrained to make this recommendation especially because they 
do not approye of the strategy underlying the investment decisions 
taken so far at the companies' le,·cl. 

24. It was estimated at the time of nationalisation that there was 
a surplus of abo.Y110 per cent in the labour force of 1.61 lakhs. With 
the modernisation programme taken up for implementation more of 
the labour would be rendered surplus progressively. A precise 
assessment of this additional surplus has not been made. Further, if 
proper workload norms for em.ployment of labour are evolved and 
adopted, the extent of surplus would further increase. A labour 
rutionalisation/superannuation scheme has been taken up for imple-
mentation. Upto 31 March 1981, 15,497 posts have been abolished. 
However the hOOur strength of NTC as a whole, instelld of decreasing, 
bas increased from 1.61 lakhs in 1974 to 1.69 lakhs in 1980. Some 
of the subsidiarie~ have not b~n able to adhere to the target of 
rationalisation. These are r.otably NTC (Maharashtra North), NTC 
(Tamil Nadu & PondicherrY) and NTC (West Bengal, Assam, Bihar 
& Ori!;sa). The labour rationalisation scheme is stated to have been 
opposed by the workers in a number of subsidiaries. Thus the llosi-
tion seems to ha'\'e become of late somewhat interactahle. This caUs 
for a study and energetic action to weed out surplus with the coopera-
tion of the workers. Efforts should also be made to absorb the 
surplus productively as far as possible by diversifying and expanding 
the activities of the NTC companies 
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25. In the case of NTC (Maharashtra North), the labour unions 

are stated to be opposing the programme till such time -their claims 
for Provioont Fund relating to the period prior to nationalisation of 
mills are settled in full without any cut due to non-payment of pro-
vident fund arrears. In the case of NTC (Maharasht;a South), the 
union is stated 10 be demanding full payment of gratuity and retrench-
ment compensation for the period of service before the closure of the 
mills in the case of those which have gone into liquidation.( The 
Committee have been informed that these are under examination by 
the Ministry of Labour. The Committee desire tbat tbe issues 
should be sorfed out early. 

26. There are no set norms for the employment of labour in the 
textile industry. However, there are certain broad guidelines given 
by the South Indian Textile Research As~ociation. The position in 
regard to engagement of men on spindles/looms in the NTC subsi-
diaries furl1ish~d to the Committee shows that the employment was 
generally much in excess of what was indicated by these guidelines 
except in a couple of the ~ubsidiaries. In view of all these the Com-
mittee desire that as accepted by the Textile Secretary, there 
should be an independent study of pattern of employment of not only 
workers hut also of officers and staft and certain norms evolved for 
implementation gradually. 

27. A regional-eum-industrbl approach to all labour problems, 
including wnges is considered appropriate for NTC both by the 
manngement and the administrative Ministry. Having re~ard to the 
eompetitive nature and the traditions of the industry as well as the 
turnover of the "killed manal{erial personnel which is stated to have 
been the result of unattractive conditions of semce, the Committee 
find some force in this. They, therefore, desire that the B.P.E. should 
give due consideration to the views expressed and evolve a suitable 
wage structure and personnel policy that would help the manage-
ment to make the Rationalised textile industry efficient and competi-
tive. 

211. Incidentally, the Committee note that the NTC have yet to 
finalise tbe Recruitment and Promotion Rules. This should be done 
without furtheor loss of time. A satisfactory scheme of centralised 
r('cruifment of managerial personnel should be evolved and the train-
ing of managers and craftsmen should be put on a satisfactory foot· 
ing, if ne('essary, by Rugmenting the training facilities. Further. it 
~hould be ensured that all the vacancies reserved for Scheduled 
Ca~te/Scheduled Tribe candidates should be filled by such i:andidates 
not only in the category of workers but also in the categories of staff 
and officers in all the subsidiaries. 
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29. The paid. up capital of the NTC is Rs. 190.95 crores and as on 
:'1 March 1981 the cumulative losses of the NTC companies as a 
\v,hole amQunted to ~.96 ~esf Six subsidJary companies have 
already wiped out thl!tro1Jiiir-iip CijiJital. 51 mills UDder 8 subsidiary 
companies have reported provisional loss during 191W-81. An inter-
firm comparision of the subsidiaries for the year 1919-80 shows tbe 
following. Thc labour content as percentage of cost ot production 
ranged from 22 in NTC (Delhi, Punjab and Rajasthan) to 41.1 in NTC 
(West Bcngal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa) as against the average of :.:lI. 
The percentage of raw material content ranged from 38.8 in NTC 
(lHaharashtra South) to 55.6 in NTC (Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka, 
Kerala and Mahe) WI agamst the average of 42.8. Finished goods 
inventory ranged from 30.1 days sale in NTC (Delhi, Punjab & 
Rajasthan) to 95.1 days sale in NTC (West Bengal, Assam, Bihar & 
Orissa) as again~t the average of 41.6. The value added per employee 
ranged from Rs. 1i530 in NTC (West Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa) 
to Rs. 19004 in NTC (Tamil Nadu & Pondicherry) as against average 
of Rs. 8082. w)lateve .. r. be the conditions such huge disparities should 
not bc therc. (I'he ConlDuttee feel that even under the present state 
of the nationalised textile industry it shoulft be possible to brealreven 
provided Looci. man,agement is ensured. {The holding company should 
rationalise its management information sySreanmd· take mootings for 
appraising the performance of the subsidiaries regularly once a 
quarter} For this purpose it should also be necessary to ~ave not 
only ari inter-subsidiary comparison but dso a comparison of the 
performance with that of the private sector. Further, the material 
management inventory control and labour management should 
receive constant attention. In this connection the Committee find 
that in regard to 6 subsidiaries there was only one or no formal per-
formance re~iew in the year 1918·19 and even in the year 1981-82, in 
respect of 3' subsidiaries there was only one such review. The ad-
ministrative Ministry also does not appear to have taken the. review 
of the performance of the holding company seriously inasmuch as 
only 5 meetings were held during 1911-81 although according to the 
existing requireJDe4lt 16 meetings should have been held. Admitted· 
ly, the state of the nationalised 'textile industry could have been 
better had the performance appraisals by the Ministry and the hold-
ing company been regular and meaningful. The Committee hope 
that such laxities will be avoided in future. 

30. The present system of funding the NTC companips which are 
incurring losseo; by giving them loans and overburdening them again 
with interest is obviously unsatisfactory. The Committee, therefore, 
like the Ministry to review the system in order to remove the finan-
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cial constraints of the NTC ~extent possible./~ this connection 
they find that tbe debt eqw y ratio of a numbei of subsidiary com-
panies is adverse with more of interest bearing loan-content. The 
holding company is stated to have sent up a detailed proposal t~ 
government for restructuring the capital base. The Committee would 
urge that a decision in this regard should be taken early in order to 
put the companies on sound financial footing. 

~ -.;~ 

31. There has. been serious delays in the finalisation of accounts 
by the NTC companis,>. The Committee are not convinced of the 
reasons adduced for tile delays. The Managing Director has, how-
ever, assured the Cornmi'ttee that .from 1981-82 onwards the accounts 
would be finalised in time. - This should be kept up. 

NEW DELHI; 
April 13 1982 
Chaitra, 23 1904 (S) 

BANS! LAL, 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public 
Undertakings. 
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